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Pro-plan progress
They stepped to the microphones

time and again to complain that their opin-
ions were not being heard, while session
chairperson Mary Anne Krupsak, lieute-
nant governor of New York, answered
them quickly and moved on to the next
speaker. Speakers had to know exactly

are as American as apple pie." Another
delegate told the approving crowd, "I am
a Mormon woman speaking for the ERA."

Two attempts were made to stem the
tide of confident pro-ERA delegates. A
delegate from Indiana who identified her-
self as "chairman" of the National Associ-
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By Cheryl Knott and Janet Sanders

"-»

Arts and Humanities More women
should be more adequately represented at
high-level positions in libraries, museums,
universities and other cultural institutions.

Battered Women Emergency shelters
should be set up for battered women and
their children.-A~victim of her husbaIlfi :J



are as American as apple pie. ',' Another Arts and Humanities More women
delegate told the approving crowd, "I am should be more adequately represented at
a Mormon woman speaking for the ERA." high-level positions in libraries, museums,

Two attempts were made to stem the universities and other cultural institutions.
tide of confident pro-ERA delegates. A Battered Women Emergency shelters
delegate from Indiana who identified her- should be set up for battered women and
self as "chairman" of the National Associ- their children. A victim of her husband's
ation of Lawyers to Oppose the ERA, said physical abuse should be allowed to sue
the amendment would transfer power from for civil damages.
the states to the federal government. Business More government contracts

An Illinois delegate, saying she was should .be awarded to women-owned busi-
"chairman" of the National Citizens Re- nesses. Private contracting agencies should
view Committee, read two proposed be directed to do the same, and monitoring
amendments which were in direct opposi- programs should be set up to see that they
tion to the resolution. Her revisions main- do so.

-tained that equal credit and employment Child Abuse Prog-rams designed to
rights laws exist already and that only protect neglected or abused children and
the federal government would acquire children exploited for pornography should
greater power. Krupsak requested copies be set up to operate on a 24-hour basis.
in triplicate of the amendments, which is Police and courts should take prompt,
usual parliamentary procedure. After the sensitive action against the abuser.
minority's repeated attempts to get the Child Care Federally funded child
amendments into proper form for sub- care programs should be developed for all
mitring to the delegates, Krupsak finally those who need them, regardless of in-
gave up, saying she had gone out of her come. Special child care facilities should
way to allow the opposition a voice. be set up for rural and migrant workers.

There was no more time to waste. Credit The Federal Equal Credit
The next delegate moved the ERA Opportunity Act of 1974 which prohibits

resolution be approved, and backers voc- discrimination in the extension of credit
ally stood to vote "yes," adding plenty of on the basis of sex should be vigorously
vocal reinforcement. enforced. '

The Sam Houston, Coliseum reverber- Disabled Women Medicaid and Medi-
ated with "Ratify ERA," a chant that care benefits should be extended to cover
turned into "Three More States" as the all medical expenses of disabled women.
demonstration of support continued for And the federal government should pro-
several minutes. National Organization for vide them with enough financial assistance
Women past-president Karen DeCrow led a so that they can choose between institu-
dancing chain of women down the floor tional and private care.
aisles, while the California delegation Education All laws prohibiting dis-
waved, yellow scarves and other delegates crimination at all levels of education
and observers held up three fingers repre- should be enforced and women's studies
senting the number of states still' needed programs should be promoted. Non-sexist
for ratification. and non-racist counseling should be avail-

The anti-ERA, groups sat quietly able at every level.
throughout the jubilee.. Elective and Appointive Office An

It was the end of a long day of plen- effort by the President, governors, political
ary sessions. The following resolutions also parties, women's organizations and indivi-
passed with no more than minor changes dual women should be made to get greater
from the .National Plan of Action: 'numbers of women into public office.

r~·planprogress
By Cheryl Knott and Janet Sanders

..,.

Forces favoring the Equal Rights
Amendment managed to outclass oppo-
nents to pass their resolution as stated in
the National Plan of Action after two
hours of parliamentary maneuvering.

The IWY Plenary Sessions were
slowed to a crawl' by a minority of dele-
gates at times, but Pro-Plan conferees still
guided nearly half the 26' resolutions
through the conference substantially
unchanged. '

Besides the one endorsing ratification
of the ERA, measures passed incluo/d calls
for legislation supporting battered women,
federally funded child care, protection for
abused children and full employment
for women.

But more procedural delays and ex-
tended debate were expected for at least
two remaining resolutions-Reproductive
Freedom and Sexual Preference, concern-
ing abortion and gay rights, respectively.

The pro-ERA faction anticipated dis-
sention on the floor, and some believed
rumors that right-wing anti-ERA' forces
planned to provoke a confrontation.
Many delegates remained in their seats
during th.e dinner break to keep out sup-
posed busloads of antis intended to stack
the meeting hall crowd at the nationally
televised event.

The buses never materialized, how-
ever, and the anti-ERA minority proved to
be less potent than assumed.

Discussion of the ERA resolution
began with a few inept attempts by indivi-
du~ foes ~o manipulate procedure as' a
stalling tactic.

They stepped to the microphones
time and again to complain that their opin-
ions were not being heard, while session
chairperson Mary Anne Krupsak, lieute-
nant governor of New York, answered
them quickly and moved on to the next
speaker. Speakers had to know exactly
what they wanted to say, with no introduc-
tory complaints,' or the next speaker was
given the floor.

Anticipation grew all night, reaching
a peak when Mildred Jefferson, a delegate
from Massachusetts and president of the
Pro-Life movement, made a play for the
spotlight by parading alone down the aisle
to her seat.. She had refused to be seated
for at least half an hour before while other
resolutions were being passed. Pro-ERA
forces chanted "ERA NOW" while Jeffer-
son walked to her seat, drowning out any
show of unity the anti forces might have
mustered.

Serious discussion of the resolution
finally began with a move to amend the
resolution to include the controversial
seven-year ratification extension. Boun-
daries' between the two groups blurred
momentarily until Betty Friedan, so-called
mother of the feminist movement, made an
impassioned speech from the floor.

The ERA must be passed this coming
year, 'Fried an told the expectant crowd,
"because otherwise the enormous expendi-
ture of energy, money and effort that has
gone into this conference will, be in vain.
This is the one issue that is 'real, that is
urgent, that cannot in any way be ignored
or be defeated or by flirted with."

The crowd made its decision then.
The amendment was defeated.

Debate .on the resolution as stated
in the proposed National Plan of Action
began. The resolution in its entirety en-
compasses seven words: "The Equal Rights
Amendment should be ratified."

The next speaker supported the ERA
resolution saying, "I'm a delegate from
Wisconsin where we say that Equal Rights --
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Editor's note: Delivering stirring convention speeches has become the trademark of u.s.
Rep. Barbara Jordan, Democrat of Houston. Many people remember her moving address
to the 1976 Democratic national convention. Her speech to the IWY Conference was
equally memorab.le. Here are excerpts:

The success orf'ailure of this conference is our responsibility and we should not
waste one moment trying to find scapegoats.

If this conference succeeds, there will be ample accolades for everybody, and if it
fails, all of you may look into :tour mirror and identify a contributing culprit.

None of the goals stated in this conference are incompatible with the goals of
America.-

As a matter of fact, the goals of this conference sound like stanzas to America the
Beautiful. You have several of the goals written in your programs-recognize the contri-
bution of women to the development of our country, assess the progress which has been
made to date by both the public and the private sectors in promoting equality between
men and women in ail aspects of life in America. As such, the role of women in religious,
social, cultural and economic life-the goals are there. They are non-controversial.

But, I would remind you that when those goals were written into the authorizing
legislation for this conference, there were worlds of controversy A two-thirds majority vote
in the House of Representatiyes was not possible; and so the legislation was approved by
a simple majority.

.Those goals of this conference are as logical and reasonable to me as the goals Presi-
dent Carter talks about of human rights in America's foreign policy. .

If Americans were asked to differentiate or distinguish between what characterizes
other countries and what characterizes us, we would say our high regard for the indivi-
dual. That's the thing which makes us different.

We endorse personal and political freedom as a national right of human pride. Hu-
man tights are more than abstractions, particularly when they are limited or non-existent.
Human rights apply equally to Soviet dissidents, Chilean peasants and American women.

Women are' human. We know our. rights are limited. We know our' rights are vio-
lated. We need a domestio human rights program. -

This conference could be the beginning of such an effort, and an effort would be
enhanced and we would not allow ourselves to be brainwashed by people who predict
chaos for us and failure for us.

Tell them they lie and move on.

" ..,thegps cf -thisconferen::::e ~QUnd, like
stanzasto America the Beautiful "
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" ....,t.heg:x::;1IS cf this conference sQund like
stanzasto America the Beautiful "

It is implicit to you and me, implicit in that it is the recognition of a diverse opin-
ion represented here.

We must not impose on others what we would not have imposed on ourselves.
This conference is inclusive; everybody is here and everyone must be free to define

the meaning of 'total woman' for herself. , '
The differences among us at, this conference cannot and should not be ignored.

They are rational; the difference is economic, cultural" social, political, ideological-the
differences are there,

The delegates to this conference are certainly not of a single mind. We should not
be of a single mind.' .

"Wonder Woman" is not a delegate. The "Bionic Woman".is not here either.
American representatives are here to try to work through the problems of this

conference.
Of course we will debate, of course we will differ. We will plead and placate.
Well, I have no doubt that legislation which emanates from this conference ...

will have a better chance of passage if support for that recornmendationis widespread.

We can't expect it all to be our way.
At a time when this country is drifting, if it is not shifting, to the right, civil rights

and affirmative action efforts are lagging.
An intra-women's movement has no place. It must be displaced by interdependence

and mutual respect.
This is the time for footsoldiers, not Kamikaze pilots.
One hundred days after we finish here, a report is to be submitted to each house ot

the Congress.
What will you have in it?

- A hundred and twenty days after that President Carter is to submit recommenda-
tions to each house of the Congress based on the report which emanates from this body.

What will he recommend?
Eight months from the time we leave here, something is supposed to happen.

Recommendations will be submitted. "
Well, I have no doubt that legislation which emanates from this conference as to

the sources, however ernbryotically, will have a better chance of passage if support for
.that recommendation is widespread.

Not making a difference is a cost we cannot afford.
Of course, the cause of equal and human rights will-reap what is sown November

18 through November 21,1977.
What will you reap?
What will you sow?

COVER PHOTO BY TOTSIE STEWART
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Pro-Family Groups Ink Proposals
By Pat Reed Gospel music rang through the arena

between speakers.
Amid a revival-type atmosphere filled The group passed the following

with cheering and "amens," the Pro-Family items:
advocates Saturday passed four resolutions That Congress mandate a "right to
to send to President Carter that directly life" amendment which would protect the
conflict with IWY proposals. life of all people, including children, and

Pro-Family officials estimated the fetuses from the moment of conception.
group in the Astro-Arena at 15,000, with A resolution against pre-school child
many overflowing into the aisles. Signs in development financed by the federal gov-
the crowd indicated participants came ernment and favoring private sector control
from across the United States. Officials of day care centers.
said many had to be turned away for Opposition to the ratification of
lack of space. the ERA.

Clay Smothers, a Black 'state rep-' A resolution against homosexual/les-
resentative from Dallas, said of the rally, bian rights, including their right to adopt
"It seems like we're inside a Black Bap- children and teach in schools.
tist church." Former Houston Mayor Louie Welch

gave the welcome to the Pro-Family rally,
saying, "I believe that the future of this
nation depends upon the maintenance of
the family as the strongest single unit in
our society."

U.S. Rep. Robert K. Dornan of
California, expressed dismay at the IWY
Conference. "The greatest tragedy of all
was to see these former first ladies-excuse
me, two former first ladies and the current
wife of the President of the United States-
all sitting properly with their hands in their
laps, all dressed according to White House
protocal, and ; by their very presence along
side of (Bella) Abzug, approving of sexual
perversion and the murder of young people
in America." ,

Lottie Beth Hobbs, president of
Women Who Wanr To Be Women, ofFort
Worth, said the Pro-Family advocates and
those at the IWY Conference are divided
because of a difference in philosophies.
, She .said the "barriers" the Pro-Plan

group is seeking to do away with are not
"barriers" at all but rather "safeguards,"

"Wise men and women of the past
have carefully built into the system-sacri-
ficially built into' our system-certain
safeguards ... "

Removal of those safeguards, Hobbs
said, will "plunge us into social and moral
destruction. "

Elizabeth Elliot, an author and for-
mer missionary of Hamilton, Mass., said,
"I speak for hundreds of Christian women
who see sexuality as far deeper than the
mere matter of biology ... I believe there
is a designer. Our ... freedom is found in
obedience to the designer ... Liberation
rejects. authority, the authority we Chris-
tians see as divine. To me, this is not a new
form of liberation. I see this as a bitter
bondage."

NeUie Gray, a Washington, D.C. at-
torney and president of March for Life,
said she is "weeping" for the mentality
that is now in America.

"We have a mentality in America
that is anti-life, anti-family, anti-God,"
Gray said. She said that mentality stems
from a "group of special interests who
seem to think that it is to their interest.
But we know that it is not to the interest
of America or the people or the preborn
child. "

In her speech before the rally, Phyllis
Schlafly, president of Stop-ERA, of Alton,
Ill., thanked her husband for "allowing"
her to attend the rally.

"I love to say that because it irritates
the women's libbers more than anything,"
Sohlafly said.
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tians are the chosen people" and that the
mixing of races, or "rnongrelization" is
the cause of the increasing immorality in
today's world.

The Christian Defense League at-
tempted to distribute its literature at the
Pro-Family Coalition Rally held in the
Astro Arena earlier on Saturday. Officials
at the rally forbade them to do so, and the
league decided not to attend the meeting.

Anne Drosts, a representative of the
Women Who Want to Be Women and the
Pro-Family Coalition said, "They'd pass
out Nazi material." She said that the
coalition had passed a rule that no one
could distribute literature at the rally
because they did not want to have to
decide who should be permitted to do
so and who should not. Inside the rally,
_several persons distributed copies of World
Wide Tract Ministry booklets despite
the rule.

After the street battle, Minhinnette
wished to enter the conference and re-
quested police protection. She was refused.

'''We thought you were American citi-
zens," she told police. "We did not yell
and scream. We -stayed completely silent
and We were attacked and assaulted by
Commies and queers. The police say they
cannot protect us."

, Women continued to shout at Min-
. hinnette and the league from across the

street.
"For pro-American white Christian

people there is no freedom left," Minhin-
nette said. '

Bob Greenwald, of the community
relations service in the Department of
Justice, escorted Mrs. Minhinnette to her
car. The service is a mediating organization
which specializes in race relations. Three
representatives were sent to Houston from
Dallas to provide mediation at the confer-
ence if it were necessary.

The league left the scene without
gaining access to the conference. ~The
women were trying to defend their First
Amendment Rights," said Kara. "Evidently
Christian women's rights are not repre-
sented in this country."

Carrying homemade misspelled signs
which read "Who Needs Jews, Dikes, Abor-
tian and Communism," a right-wing ex-
tremist group caused momentary havoc on
Saturday at the IWY Conference. An effort
to express their opinion was thwarted
when Christian Defense League members
clashed with another group in front of the
Albert Thomas Convention Center.

The league and its supporters began
to march in front of the convention center
at about 3 p.m. Babs Minhinnette, coordi-
nator for this "particular assault," told
Breakthrough that her group wanted to
enter the convention and express their
views. Carolyn Groves, another league
member, said they wanted to confront the
enemy. The two women carried a large
white sign which read, "L.A. White Women
Oppose IWY Convention, Reds, Feds,
Dykes and Kikes." Approximately 20 per-
sons accompanied the two women.

Across the street, another group of
about 70 persons saw the league approach-
ing, and began to chant, "Ku Klux Klan,
Scum of the Land." The two groups ap-
proached each other, and a crowd of on-
lookers quickly gathered.

The league supporters remained si-
lent as groups of chanters joined Iiands
and surrounded' them, demanding that
they leave.

A man with the league was rushed
by a group of women who yelled at him
to leave. He struck the woman closest to
him and knocked her to the ground. Wom-
en began to pummel him J with signs and
fists. In the confusion he struck another
woman and many participants on both
sides were pushed and shoved.

Margaret Joyal of Austin, a repre-
sentative of Women United for Action
said that a man had hit her after she told
him "Go away before you get hurt." Her
left cheek Twas swollen and red from the
blow she received.

The league supporters then retreated
despite shouts from the men among them
of "Hold it!" and Hup!Hup!Hup!" The
groups moved apart, then faced each other
and shouted it out.

After the confrontation, a man who

Far right street fight
By Carol Bartholdi and Marilyn Mock

John Birch Society, but he did not know
what other organizations league members
might belong to.

identified' himself as Steve and refused to
give his last name said that he and others
of the league were members of the Klan.

Another participant in the fray, Dick
Kara, said that they were with the Chris- The organization believes that a
tian Defense League, not the Ku Klux group of Jewish bankers controls govern-
Klan. Steve then hastened to agree with ments around the world, as well as the
him. Kara also said he plans to establish United Nations.
a 'branch of the. Christian 'Defense League "The biggest lie ever told," said Mrs.
ill Houston. Groves, "is that the Jews are the chosen

The Rev. James K. Warner, a minister people." League members also said that
in the New Testament Church of God and the U.S. government and the IWY Confer-
the New Christian' Crusade Church, is direc- ence are the "lackeys" of this conspiracy.
tor of the league. He said it had 500 mern- They oppose abortion, rights for homo-
bers and 10,000 supporters nationally. sexuals, pacifism and Jimmy Carter who

Rev. Warner denied membership in- they say is not a Christian. Groves said the
the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi Party and the organization believes that "white Chris-
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him "Go away before you get hurt." Her a 'branch of the Christian 'Defense League "The biggest lie ever told," said Mrs. Dallas to provide mediation at the confer-
left cheek was swollen and red from the in Houston. Groves, "is that the Jews are the chosen ence if it were necessary.
blow she received. The Rev. James K. Warner, a minister people." League members also said that The league left the scene without

The league supporters then retreated in the New Testament Church of God and the U.S. government and the IWY Confer- gaining access to the conference.':The
despite shouts from the men among them the New Christian Crusade Church, is direc- ence are the "lackeys" of this conspiracy. wo.men were trying to defend their First
of "Hold it!" and Hup!Hup!Hup!" The tor of the league. He said it had 500 mem- They oppose abortion, rights for homo- Amendment Rights," said Kara. "Evidently
groups moved apart, then faced each other bers and 10,000 supporters nationally. sexuals, pacifism and Jimmy Carter who Christian women's rights are not repre-
and shouted it out. Rev. Warner denied membership in- they say is not a Christian. Groves said the sented in this country."

After the confrontation, a man who the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi Party and the organization believes that "white Chris-
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"The feminist novel is 'revolution..
,Women's art is politics ...We~ereclaimingour,
language for ourselves with a very strong sense that we have been divided .
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"The feminist novel is revolution.
Women's art is politics ...We are reclaiming our;
language for ourselves with a very strong sense that we have been divided
from it. Feminist presses are magnificently privileged to have. the art of the .
future in their hands." .

. \Yhywomenmust publisll women
,!be Word'; and wisdp:lflfjpm earlier fe.ittpfiJ'were lost becaus~~;wpme1&failed t0m4i4f(lin'publishin~

power. T1fe 14 billion a IIIU book basiness.ns hostile to much of the serious work coming from the
wOmen's movement. '.

In response, mo':;;~han 150 feminist presses and publishing !wases are opera#Pl!ltoday. They dare
to .publish au!lio7'$~tlfp~ics considered ~~risky by the pa~hal press. Their books are written,
p"nted and distribueea 'Mtirely by women. ~f!ly·nee.d your support'.

"i

BOOKLEGGER PRESS
6S5 29th Strftt ·.mIlk
Sa.n.~l"(rutei.co, CA 94Ull !!&?*"
IMec~n.sofntm·smst. ~"'. films. SASE 10.

<l':~

*DAUGBTIlRS PUBLISHING CO ••INC. Booths8U'&8tl6
22 CAarIn Sttwt
~ew Yort, NY 10014
PUb1ls".,., of WOmell'S

DlANAPRESS
440() Morleet Sttwt •
0qi1and, CA 94608 .'~'trf:'
Printer, pubU.Mr,dj.triIi4liolfeJnini.m. SASE

·FEMINlST PRESS
~3tJ4.H

rtbury,NY 11668 I .m Wographk" lurg!1b,JJ womelf,
., book//.. Free catalog: .

June Arnold ..

.FEMINIST. -
PUBLISIDNG

SEfor'flyer.

NAIAD PRESS, INC.
20 Rue Jtu;Ob 4cm
Bates City, MQ;,u)J.1
Publi,,,.,., 01 Iisbi4rt1feminist nol)els. SASE lor flyer.

NANNY GOAT PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BO:;J;84(;.H
Lagu.no.
Publis".,.,

• • • the art of the future
('

'"':

Booth 230

'II.

t:tUd.s& IHury»r ~. Fty.r f5c. Buill raN$.
IBtlTIOlil fWlNDI

of Oller3(}()boo'" by wome!l ond f~minUt
o..urrote •.

o/~

'Visit feminist heok exhibits at tbe Albert Thomas Center. Send for our brochures.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IIii-ii· •.•• _ Matronize women's bookstores and ask your local booksellers and libraries to stock our books. _ ~
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liams smile at the jellyfish.

B 'C:··'··'.·I'R· ' Webster's dictionary defines tomboyy lII',y Ivers . , ' , '." ' ,
".:;, as "a ';Ir1 or »oyish behavior and doesn t

The tomQ~'f.;flike the. American .spell it out any furthe~;'
beauty rose '--is a,':~!'rlJin~r bloom. Dirt is It's a strange.iword, when rou think
vital. to both spec~;:imdsummer diri'hasabout .it.. The girl who displays "boyish
.a special quality-:w~ether it is the moist,~ehavior." loses the,n,aIll~"'girl" and be-
.soft black stuff tb.i\t;iS great to dig intoand. ,comes.:~methingelse:".~heis a mutant,
get under your fi~ernails; or the gritty, ,diff~i'erit fromothe~ofher species. One

. pale dust that settles{inyour hair-after a . Florida 10-year-:old~rs that being a tom-
slide into second ba~~.,,, : _ ..... 'boy is "being betweena.boy.and a girl."

'The Americali>tomhoy combinesthe '.1Q1e ambivalence of society toward
features of the gai~ne';and the, fio,le.She' the tomboy has to' do with the maze of .
spends her time either' running or~iubbing,contradictions wrapped ,uP inthe rigid sex-
and the experience/of-being atomboy is a role stereotypes most of us grew up with;
sensual one. I rerireinber, for example, the. Itv'our society, activities defined as mascu-
texture of the wood-on' the top bar of my / line areiinevitably more' prestigious than
swing set pressed-against the flesh of my those deJined as feminine. "You think
knees as I hung upside-down until my face .like a man" is a compliment. But 4:11 a
turned red. I remember the delicious, cool guy, "You throw like a girl," and you're
feel of a' brand-new American-league base- liable to get hit in the mouth.
ball; smooth, white and unblemished ex- The word can be an insult or a badge
cept for the ridges that you could grip with worn proudly. "I was called a tom boy-
three fingers. I was teased and made fun of," one Missis-

I tried to cartwheel off the five-foot sippi girl says, But a Florida teenager says,
wall of the driveway and wait for precisely "I'm not like everybody else, or every
seven seconds until the door of my grand- other girl. I like to sweat. I've accom-
+iother's house across the street opened, plished something.
and she cried out, "Don't do that, child!" These two themes-pride in accom-
I savored her terror. Ididn't worry, I could plishment and the stigma of being differ-
cartwheel off that wall blindfolded and ent-run through the comments of tom-
know exactly where I would land, because boys, past and present, young or old.
I spent half m~ life with my feet in the air. Webster's definition points up the

To be a tomboy on a hot summer
day is to liveona plane of existence
sweeter than any known to the adult
world. The universe exists solely for you.
The tree with the rippled bark and the
stepladder branches to climb was installed
in its position in the firmament by a bene-
ficent God for your pleasure. Dirt-was in-
vented for you to put in piles on your arms
and knees to cool you off, or just to deco-
rate your skin, or to rub against your hands
and face for the sheer erotic feel of it.

To a tomboy ,the world has no lim-
;TC:O v " h ,,"" .,_ ~""1 ~.,~ __ .•..:~_ l' _

problem-sa girl of ,
.boyish behavior. The
. word implies the no-
tionof turf, of ater-
ritory that belongs
to males. The torn-
boy crossesover that.
border£andif she'

,decides, to 'stay, she'
will probably-do

. well. .
.' So the tomboy:
is, in a.sense, an in-.
vader. She carries a
temporary visa to
male territory, but
that visa usually gets
stamped "cancelled"
at the age of 12
or 13.

Freedom isthe
issue. "To run a-
round and get dir-
ty," as one 1O-year
old puts it. Or "not
to have to wear stu-
pid dresses," says
another. A young
woman athlete was
asked, "What do you
think of when you
hear the word tom-
boy?" She said,"Fun."

« The tomboys we talked to clearly
didn't want to be boys. Indeed, the general
opinion of boys among preadolescent girls
wasn't very high. "They don't do nice
things for people, and they bother people
and run around the house," said one 10-
year-old. Another, said she didn't want to
be a boy because "boys are weird and do

.dumb things."
The tomboy has always grasped at

what seems to me the essence of the
American dream-the right to life, liberty
and the pursuitof happiness on your own
+ _............ Tl... ...•....•.•.......•........:...•.•.. .:•.•.•..........+ .......•....A •.•.•..•..rw ••••.•• ""A "'of'
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I spent half ~y life with m-y-feet in the air. Webster's definition points up rthe boyT' She salcr,"<"Fun:- .," ,1 .,..... that t
To be a tomboy on a hot s~mmer .. ".~7"'. 9Hl;,f1!mWW" "'tWJt7, . •. , The tomboys we talked to clearly cation

day is to live on a plane of existence I" P~}ik"1'I;;:"""~'~:i"7~~f";t: dI~n.t want to be boys. Indeed, the general for I

sweeter than .any kn,?wn to the adult .. ' 'I.,., s•.\."•..,·.,•.',..•..~..•.•'.,·.,.l ..t.}r.jj ".,......••...p.!.1.6.'.".·.1..W?:~ / .•.'. ",'.·~.t.;.t.· , opIm~n of boy~ am?n
g

preadol~scent g~rls Oaklalworld. The universe exists solely for you. .k .1 ,("-~~W w~n t very high, They don t do mce center
The tree' with the rippled bark and the ~-~;'/di;":¥W\"""'''":'''' '''"'Wi'' things for people, and they bother people develo
stepladder branches to climb was installed: //t:;,,~·~,<,,~,;*·.. -c • • and run around the house," said one 10- •..•. Coord
in its position in the firmament by a bene- .. ",' year-old. Another said she didn't want to
ficent God for your pleasure. Dirt was in- be a boy because "boys are weird and do
vented for you to put in piles on your arms dumb things."
and knees to cool you off, or just to deco- The tomboy has always grasped at
rate your skin, or to rub against your hands what seems to me the essence of the
and face for the sheer erotic feel of it. ,American dream-the right to life, liberty

To a tomboy, the world has no lim- and the pursuit of happiness on your own
its. You have a special exemption from terms. The species is not endangered, as
staying clean and staying still, which was our informal survey shows. The tomboy is
what girls were supposed to do. You can still out there, climbing trees in Savannah
soar like Amelia' Earhart, the ultimate playing baseball in Boston, running races
image of the tomboy grown-up, with her with the wind in Nebraska, getting grubby
bobbed hair and her aviator's jacket and in Kalamazoo.
her airplane. You canrebe1like Jo March But something is different these
in Little Women, or pretend to watch over days. When I was hanging upside down
goats on a lonely Alp like Heidi. from my backyard swing, I had no idea

Esther Williams _was a tomboy, I that the boundaries of male and female
was always convinced, despite the smile behavior weren't as fixed as the stars in
and the hair that never got messed up the sky. I had the notion that there were
under water. Mute the violins, peel away little cracks I could slide through-and I
the sequins on the swimsuit, -and you got did-sbut neither I nor the rest of society
an athlete, not a glamour girl. At any rate, challenged the territorial assumptions on
she was a role model for me, and I swam which the word tomboy was based. That's
through the brackish, blue-green waters of not true anymore. Today's girls are not
Chesapeake Bay smiling my Esther Wil- only. occupying the turf but talking about

~

Ask more'of yourself.
Learn Computer Technology.

Make life give you what you
want. Get the training that
can get you started toward
a career in Computer
Technology. But first, learn
how many of our graduates
we helped place in their
first job. Attend. our Infor-
mation Seminar. CALL

688-5902
688-6548 928-6561

~'.ii, i' '"
[".~

" ; ... ?;,j t: <~:..,~
CONT~L DATA INSTITUTE

-Purveyors of Fine Motorcars-
1956 Rolls Royce, Silver Cloud I

UCHNICAI. CAlllII ~ WOtiDWIDt

t::J 1::\ an education service of
\::I CI CONTRPL DATA COIU'OAATION Nancy Zumhagen, Director
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a bad word, like a curse word." When
asked what was bad about it, she struggled
for a moment and then said, "It's got
boy in it."

If the term tomboy is, as it appears,
going the way of high school Latin, then
perhaps it is because the boundaries be-
tween male and 'female turf are becoming
blurry. "

their right to be there. And when they do,
they start to question the word that for
so many years has defined so many girls.
Those of us who once wore the title "tom-
boy" with pride are wondering if we may
have to find another name for the Girls
of Summer.

"I don't think there are. any 'tom-
boys' anymore," said an IS-year-old high
school student in Hastings, Nebraska.
"Everyone is an individual. I never could
understand why there was a 'name' for me
and not for my brothers when vie played
the same games the same way. The word .
will soon be obsolete." The above was excerpted from "The Girls

A l O-year-old in Alaska defined.a of Summer" which appeared in full in
. tomboy as a girl who "is really strong and womenSports Magazine (August 1977).
acts like a boy and dresses like one, too." Caryl Rivers is the author of Aphrodite at
When asked if she met the qualifications Mid-Century, writer-in-residence at the
she said no. Then she added, "If a .boy Washington Star and a frequent contri-
bothers me, I'll just beat him up." . butor to Ms. and the New York Times

In Ft. Lauderdale; Fla., an eight-' Magazine. She received research assistance
year-old baseball player reluctantly ad- from womenSports stringers whose names
mitted she was a tomboy, but added, "It's appear with the original story.

continued [rom paee /4
than 20 per cent of art 'faculties are worn-
en.of which only 14 pet' cent have tenure;
while over 50 per cent of professional ar-
tists are women, only two .per cent of one-
person shows of living artists are by wom-
en; in prestige galleries, only 15 per cent
of one-person shows are by women.

By 1974, the WCA's activities were
potentially so explosive that the CAA
asked them to separate from the group and.
form their own body. Today, while there's
overlap on boards and membership, the
WCA and CAA are two separable groups,
and the latter has academic qualifications
not needed for WCA membership.

In the past, the CAA included wom-
en's issues symposia in its annual national
meeting while allowing the WCA to con-
duct three more sessions under the um-
brella of 'the convention. This year, how-
ever, the WCA is conducting all women's
issues discussions at the meeting to be'
held in New York, Jan. 25-2S.

They will include panels on feminist
art history called "Questioning the, Lit-
any"; "Matroaage: Women's Support for
Women's Art"; and a panel of lawyers dis-
cussing court cases involving women art
professionals.

'he.zrou n__wjlLal~a....c.nnd ua.t ~.~rn;"·UJIT-C'

coincide with the CAA meeting in Los
Angeles during the "Four Hundred Years
of Art by Women: 1550-1950" exhibition
at L.A. County Museum. The paper show
is now on view at University of Houston's
Blaffer Gallery.

A second national exhibition focused
on crafts will open Jan. 25 at the Bronx
Museum to coincide with the CAA meet-
ing. Like the "Works on Paper" show, the
craft show is being selected by a group of
jurors from across the country.

But, the biggest pelitical step the
WCA has taken is spearheading the forma-
tion of the Coalition of Women's Art
Groups which will be officially convened
for the' first time in January by Joan Mon-
dale. Along with New York's Women in
Art Group and WEB, WCA sees the group
as serving as an effective lobbying voice in
Washington for women artists.

Already, more than 100 women's art
groups have responded to the coalition.
Although individuals are encouraged to
join membership grou?s, an individual
Friends category is available for $10.
Group membership is $20. '

In the meantime, the Women's Cau-
cus for Art is expanding. There are chap=
ters in New York, New Jersey, Philadel-
".hi!:!! J1'lC1onri..!JI ~;oon_ 'll':Q'ft .•••,.. •••_ca .•• A 1•._ .•••.._ . •

j
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In the past, the CAA included worn- for the' first time in January by Joan Mon-
en's issues symposia in its annual national dale. Along with New York's Women in
meeting while allowing the WCA to con- Art Group and WEB, WCA sees the group
duct three more sessions under the um- as serving as an effective lobbying voice in
brella of the convention. This year, how- Washington for women artists.
ever, the WCA is conducting all women's Already, more than 100 women's art
issues discussions at the meeting to be' groups have responded to the coalition.
held in New York, Jan. 25-28. Although individuals are encouraged to

They will include panels on feminist join membership grou?s, an individual
art history called "Questioning the Lit- Friends category is available for $10.
any"; "Matronage: Women's Support for Group membership is $20. '
Women's Art"; and a panel of lawyers dis- In the meantime, the Women's Cau-
cussing court cases involving women art cus for Art is expanding. There are chap=
professionals. ' ters in New York, New Jersey, Philadel-

The group will also conduct seminars phia, Florida, Chicago, Kansas City, Akron, .
at the annual meeting of the Art Librarians Los Angeles, San Francisco and under way
Society of North America, including one in Utah, Arizona, San Antonio, Ann Arbor
called "The Art of Craft." and E. Lansing.

Last spring, the WCA organized its For membership information, write
first national exhibition "Contemporary Judith Brodsky at 59 Castle Howard Court,
Issues: Works on Paper by Women;' to Princeton, N.J. 08540.

Media s.urvey
Join with us in a national survey of media coverage of the IWY Conference.

Send clippings, pictures, examples of broadcast coverage in your area to: Paula
Kassell, c/o New Directions for Women, Box 27, Dover, NJ. 07801.
(A national project of the Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press.)

L... JANICE RUBIN
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A trinity of Catholic oplnton
'¥""''"''P~~IP,,-w,,,,,~,'. ~.'-'~' ......,,~ .•••••••••~~~~~~~,.-.--~ ..~~~r--- - EVELYNJ.COX CAROLY~i>EELE~""">"

• PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECREiARY-TREASURER

, CREATIVE SPEECH INTERESTS, INC.! i A FIRM OF COMMUNICATION CONSULTANTS
• PRE-PACKAGED SEMINARS AND PROGRAMS
I,,,,,
• MARTHA J. HAUN, PH.D. DOLORES POWELL
• CHIEF TELLER~IWY SPEECH THERAPIST

t 713-729-6767
, 11501 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE W HOU~ON, TEXAS 71035
, To contact us during the convention leave a messageat the BR EAKTHROUGH/MS Booth,~----~--~---~--------~

• Whoam I?
• Communication Power!
• Wielding the Gavel
• Are You Listening?
• Woman Aware
• The Assertive Woman

• Breaking the Sound Barrier
'. Closing the Generation Gap
• This Meeting Is Now Called to Order
• Effective Oral Communication
• The Silent Communicators,
• Sparkling Speech

CUstOM DESIGNED WORKSHOPS • 'SPEAKERS BUREAU
PRIVATE LESSONS. SPEECHWRITING'AND EDITING

The national, nonprofit organization that helps women choose, launch and
advance their careers byjproviding:

* Information and library service
* Network of 150 counseling

centers nationwide

* 50 Career publications for women
,* Resume preparation manual

Visit us at Booth 222

write or call for free list of publications

Catalyst
14 East 60th Street
New York, N.Y. 10022 (212) 759-9700

By Mary L. Morse

The time has long since passed, if abortion is truly justified are only in those
indeed it ever existed, when Catholics in which the woman's life is equally at risk.
could be depended upon to think and act A society in which abortion is based on
as one on issues relating to religion and convention or on matters of less severity,
morality. is a society that has begun the almost un-

Catholic women at the IWY Confer- stoppable progress toward. euthanasia and
ence sharply differ in their opinions and elective sacrifice of less desirable indivi-
are most concerned with' four issues- duals."
ERA, abortion, lesbian rights and worn- She does not feel that this is a pre-
en priests. rogative of' individual discretion but of

At the Convention Hall, Catholics God's. "In many cases where the infant's
were picking up information on Dignity, life is taken to save the mother," she
the Catholic homosexual organization,noted,' "the woman has other children
buying buttons that said "Ordain Women and saving her preserves her family."
or Stop Baptizing Them," and signing up On the issue of sexual preference,
to support passage of the ERA. Across Goldknopf confessed that she had not
town at the Astro Arena, other Catholics, given the matter much thought, but could
equally sincere, were pledging to oppose see no reason why the resolution should
ERA, federally supported child care, les- . not be passed. "While I do not condone
bian rights and abortion. 'this lifestyle or the encouragement of

Three Catholic women attending the this lifestyle," she said, "I cannot help but
conference offer diverse opinions.on the feel that they (lesbians) are entitled to
proposals under discussion. The women, protection under the law as are other
are Virginia Andary, who describes herself individuals."
as a career woman and wife from the The ordination of women priests,
Northeast coast, Katherine Goldknopf, she felt is vital to the successful further-
Houston homemaker and universityre- ing of' the evangelical mission of the
search administrator, and Edith James, a Christian faith.
Houston homemaker. James, a long-time parishioner of St.

Andary is a strong advocate of the Vincent de Paul Church, is firmly opposed
entire group of issues being considered. to the passage of the ERA. She feels that

Speaking from the "Catholics for a there is too much danger in how the
Free Choice" booth at the convention, amendment will be interpreted. "I have
Andary said she is in complete agreement had experience with the Supreme Court
with the ERA. interpreting issues contrary to the way

"It has to be done," she said. "We're I believe," she said. "We have a very lib-
out of the Constitution. It (ERA) will help eral Congress which might interpret the
speed up getting equitable rights through- ERA against Christian principles."
outthe country.". As for abortion, or the woman's

On abortion, Andary said women right to choose, James is equally opposed .
.,",and their individual decisions must be "Women have always had the right to

respected. "If we do not allow women re- _ choose," she stated, "but I don't want
productive freedom, then women will to pay for it."
get abortions anyway. They need to have On being read the National Plan of
safe abortions and protect their families." Action proposition on sexual preference,

Andary is also in agreement with the James declared, ~erself against its passage.
lesbian rights proposal because she believes H~wever, she said, homosexuals are human
it-is-an individual decision. beings and should be treated as such. We
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Write or call for free list of publications

Catalyst
14 East 60th Street
New York, N.Y. 10022 (212) 759-9700
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A~dary said she IS ill complete agreement had experience with the Supreme Court
with t~e ERA. ,,'. ", interI?ret~g issues contrary to the way

It has to ?e ~one, ,she said ". We re I believe, she said. "We have a very lib-
out of the CO?stItutI<?n. It (~RA) WIllhelp eral Congress which might interpret the
speed up gettm~, equitable nghts through- ERA against Christian principles."
out the country. As for abortion or the woman's

On abortion, Andary said women right to choose, James 'is equally opposed.
',j .and their individual decisions must be "Women have always had the right to

respected. "If we do not allow women re- _ choose," she stated, "but I don't want
productive freedom, then women will to pay for it."
get abortions anyway. They need to have On being read the National Plan of
safe abortions and protect their families." Action proposition on sexual preference,

Andary is also in agreement with the James declared herself against its passage.
lesbian rights proposal because she believes However, she said, homosexuals are human
it.isan individual decision. beings and should be treated as such. We

As for women priests,' Andary was must, nevertheless, "explain to them that
enthusiastically supportive, but noted that they are living contrary to the way Christ
a change in the church's stand on this issue taught us."
would probably come much sooner than a 'James also opposed the idea of
change on the abortion question. women '·priests. "Men do a better job,"

Goldknopf was interviewed as, .she she stated.
was feeding her year-old daughter, Jessica. -Overall, James felt, men and women
On the ERA, Goldknopf expressed herself should work hand in hand, complementing
in absolute agreement. "I am interested in. each other. "We were made differently,"
.seeing that women have true equality she said, "and cannot be perfectly equal in
under the Constitution," she said; every way, but we should' work together."

On the subject of abortion, however, All three women have at least one
Goldknopf has reservations. "While I con- thing in common-they have elected to
Cede that each woman has an individual remain within the Church and press for the
conscience and responsibility to make' her acceptance of their beliefs.
own decision," she said, "the cases where

INSURANt;£
10,. YOU,.Business~ Yo",. Estate and You

including: health insurance
" disobilitu income

life insurance
reti rement plans

please call: , "\
GRETCHEN D. STEPHENS~ C.L.U.
401 WOODWAY, SUI1E 320 WEST
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77056 626-2770
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Barlhelme-MooreAssociates
'rAdvertising and Marketing

a full-service advertising agency since 196~

Helen Moore Barthelme Odell Pauline Moore
1110 Lovett Blvd., Suite 100 Houston, Texas 77006 713/521-9214
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THE WOMEN'S AUDIO, EXCHANGE...p~,(~)."
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~,

Is ~ new way to purchase records and cassettes of
speeches and documentaries ..... poetry ..... plays .....
and folk music, FOR, BY and ABOUT women, THE
WOMEN'S AUDIO EXCHANGE is part of a women-
owned and operated company organized to produce and
distribute recordings of special interest to women.

Here IS a catalog which can be, used as a resource for women's studies
courses .... for public library and study group callection .... and for gifts.
Bella Abzug, Joan Baez, Angela Davis, Lorraine Hansberry, and Margaret
Mead are among those women representedin the speeches and documentary
section. Lillian Hellman, Caretta Scott King, Anais Nin, Vinie Burrows and
Shirley Jacksorican be heard reading from their works and Gwendolyn Brooks,
Nikki Giovanni, Erica Jong, Lyn Lifshin, Sylvia Plath and Sonia Sanchez are but
a few of the poets included in the poetry section of the catalog. '

Oyer 100 women's records and cassettes are available now from
THE WOMEN'S AUDIO EXCHANGE

Send for your FREE catalog
Write to:

, Natalie Slohm Associates Inc.
. THE WOMEN'S AUDIO EXCHANGE
49 West Main Street
Cambridge, New York 12816

(Dept. H)

-
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Jean Liprnan-Blumen introduced and representation,and her problems main-

participant in Lifestyles-A Panel o~ Wom- taining self-esteem .despite financial depen-
en's Choices as a "token som~body' re~re- dency , Melia sevocates programs to pro-
senting a range of professional c~olces vide discretionary capital for women at
from homemaker to nun to prostitute. the beginning, not only the end, of
The lifestyles panel was one of the events marriage.
scheduled yesterday at Seneca F~lls South. "I'm proud. that I feed 60 people,"

Ronnie Haggerty, a working h?me- said Naomi Christenson, a farmer. She
maker from Brooklyn, told the audience gave an "Ain't I a Woman" speech, using
that she has been mamed 21 years and that images of modern farm machinery.
after 20 years she was vest~d: Sh~ c?ose}o "Sociologist at large" Jesse Bernard
be a homemaker, b~t within limits. If represented the "non-choice ·o~ widow-
your husband has a nng aro~nd the ~?llar, hood .." She said, "Single parentmg prob-
maybe he ought to wash hIS neck, she ably doesn't damage the child, but it cer-
pointed out. tainly is hard on the parent." She recorn-

Consuelo Nieto said she. was known mended two to 10 parents per child.
for many years as Sister Mari~; ~he deci.de~ Margo St. James, found.er of the
that the church tr~~ted her like a child prostitutes' union COYOTE, Introduced
unfit to make decisions, and she left that herself as a farmer's daughter, showed the
lifestyle to develop her womanhood and" audience her biceps and said she'd. been a
personhood. . ., . \ long-distance runner for I~years. She sat

Joan Goodin said she didn t realize on stage between the farmer and the
that she represented a lifestyle until she homemaker.
was asked to speak on being a single work- "They called me a whore before I
ing woman. She distinguis~ed being ~!one learned to ask for the money," she sai~.
from loneliness. She fantasizes about fed- "All women are stigmatized through their
erally funded feminist neighborhoods." sexuality. We need to demystify

A lesbian mother's role is inherently prostitution." ,
contradictory, said Jackie St. Joan, a law- In her newsletter Coyote Howls, St.
yer who lives in the confusion that society James speaks against discriminatory en-
attaches 'to lesbian motherhood. She forcement of prostitution laws. Asked
pointed out that when one chooses to be a whether her plan might encourage rape,
lesbian, the most significant part of the she replied' "I said decriminalize rape,
decision may be having to support oneself. not legalize. Women should have the choice

Jinx Melia explained her "Martha to be mothers, lesbians, hookers, what-
Movement" for -wornen at home. The ever." And the lifestyles panelists were
group's concerns are the homemaker's proof of that. Deborah Diamond-Hicks
isolation, her lack of access to information

Roberts Rules
\

From the first bang of the gavel by
Ruth Clusen, League of Women Voters
president from Green Bay, Wisc., the or-
ganizers of the IWY Conference seemed to
be well-versed in parliamentary procedure
and rules.

Registered parliamentarians have for
several years presided at NOW national
board meetings and the League of Women
Voters has been a long-time advocate of
proper training in parliamentary law.

The league president kept a firm
hand on the convention gavel throughout

presented constituted their plank and
they wanted to stick with it.

In the opening instructions to the
delegates, Clusen announced speakers
would be given two minutes at a micro-
phone for any gfven motion and' the
chair held rigrol~t'~ that to the dismay
of the anti-ERA delegates.

The convention floor looked remark-
ably like the floors of major political party.
conventions with the exception that the'
delegate majority was women.

The aisles appear~i! ..Jo be a~game of

FII'St of its kind:

EQUALOa~CONTRACT I
for

Marrying, Married, or C'ohabiting Adults
Model agreement for living together equally, non sexist; Negotiation tool,

discussion aid, relationship review, Do-It-Yourself work booklet with all tasks
& roles negotiable.

Sample agreements cover basic areas for living together, promote open
exchange, red uce confli~t & manipulation & lead to increased intimacy, autonomy
& responsiveness. Legal precedents noted for feminist concepts, Humanistic
guidelines for separation/divorce & reading references.

Developed & tested professionally by J. & P. Baute. .
Copy $3.00 Quantity rates for classes & agencies; ask for lists of other forms

& checklists used in developing awareness & communication skills in
grps, edctn, cnslng,

INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RESPONSIVENESS
~pt. H, 6200 Winchester Roar!
Lexington, KY 40511

.fi(
Unitarian Universalist Women's Federation

@
~
·t.a continental organization dedicated to uphold and

extend the philosophy of liberal religion while stressing
woman power potential ...

Current Program Focus: "A MinistrY To,' For, By, and Among
Women," working towards solutions to problems faced by
older and displaced women, passage of ERA and reasonable
abortion laws, elimination of sexist stereotyping, and other
concerns of girls and women in today's changing society.

•

VISIT OUR BOOTH ... No. 133

Booth co-sponsors: the Unitarian Universalist Association,
Beacon Press, and the Unitarian Universalist Service
Committee.

'-

PEACE is a Woman's Issue

~
It will be a great ... and the
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From the first bang of the gavel by
Ruth Clusen, League of Women Voters
president from Green Bay, Wise., the or-
ganizers of the IWY Conference seemed to
be well-versed in parliamentary procedure
and rules.

Registered parliamentarians have for
several years presided at NOW national
board meetings and the League of Women-
Voters has been a long-time advocate of
proper training in parliamentary law.

The league president kept a firm
hand on the convention gavel throughout
the afternoon session and demanded that
the IWY. staff clear the convention floor
of media during votes and keep aisles
clear at all times.

There appeared to be little caucus-
ing on the floor. Most delegations said
they had caucused prior to the after-
noon session.

That is not to say, however, that
politicking was not going on. Several
delegates' representatives told neighbor-x.
ing delegations not to vote for amend-
ments to the resolutions as presented.
It appeared to be the consensus of the
ERA advocates that the resolutions, as

.:

presented constituted their plank and
they wanted to stick with it.

In the opening instructions to the
delegates, Clusen announced speakers
would be given two minutes at a micro-
phone for any given motion and' the
chair held rigidi),,::,!.t'.tf.that to the dismay
of the anti-ERA delegates.

The convention floor looked remark-
ably like the floors of major political party-
conventions with the exception that the'
delegate majority was women.

The aisles appeared to be a game of
red light-green light at times as delegates
wishing to speak had to call for the proper
color placard to be displayed-yellow indi-
cating procedural questions, green repre-
senting opposition to a resolution, and
blue cards indicating agreement.

If indeed the rules can determine
the game, by following the established
rules of parliamentary procedure it would
appear that ERA backers and Pro-Plan
delegates are well on their way to final-
izing a feminist-based, broad-spectrum
document to send the President and
Congress.

Sue Kaufman

l'
ye£l/W/

oerscas-6dt~:Ytmd
of the League of Women Voters

The Overseas Education Fund of the League of Wmtten Voters
announces a new publication.

The Women of Latin America. : 12pp, $.75 per copy

also available
Women in Indonesia 4pp, $.25 per copy

Order from:
The Overseas Education Fund of the League of Women Voters

2101 L Street, N.W. Suite 916
All orders. prepaid Washington, D.C. 20037 Bulk rates available

Booth co-sponsors: the Unitarian Universalist Association,
Beacon Press, and the Unitarian Universalist Service
Committee.

PEACE is a Woman's Issue

It will be a great ... and the

day when our air fo rce has to

schools get all the hold a bake sale

money they need ... to buy a bomber.

Booth3J4
Women's Intem?tiona 1 League for Peace and Freedom

1213Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19107
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a new book of poetry
by Carol Morizot

Illustrated by
Aravinda Chakravarti

~vailable at major bookstores in Austinand
"ouston. Ask for it at your local bookstore or

order from harold house
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seases have been demonstrated to be
caused by or associated with estrogen use.

FDA approval of drugs is contingent.
upon their manufacturer demonstrating
that the benefits of the drug outweigh
its risks to the consumer. That the pharma-
ceutical industry earns $120 million from
the manufacture of oralcontraceptivesmay
make it difficult for industry scientists to
reach an objective assessment of their risks.

It will not be known whether the
oral contraceptive increases the frequency
of cancer until 20 years after marketing be-
gan. Recent studies, however, indicate that
sequential oral contraceptives and estrogen
replacement at menopause increase the risk
of developing cancer of the uterine lining, _
cervix' and breast.

Evidence that physicians are misusing
estrogens is available. In spite of studies
which proved that DES was ineffective as
an "anti-miscarriage" drug in the 1950s;
physicians continued to prescribe it for 2()
years. And in spite of the 1971 FDA ban
on its use during pregnancy because of an
epidemic of vaginal cancer in daughters of
patients so treated, physicians continue to
write about 11,000 prescriptions a year for
D_ESfor "prenatal care."

It would be unwise to repeat the
tragic mistakes made with DES with other
estrogen drugs. That lesson calls for in-
creased conservatism in the use of hor-
mones and research into safer methods of
birth control. Public health measures such
as full disclosure of the possible side effects
of hormones and more stringent controls
on marketing and use by physicians are
recommended.

ch out for estrogen
Kay Weiss is an environmental health

scientist. She publishes 15 different book-
lets on women's health topics. For a list
of booklet titles write to Kay Weiss,
1175 Westridge Dr., Portola Valley,
Calif. 94025.

Since the introduction of synthetic
hormones 40 years ago, pharmaceutical
firms have devised numerous uses for them
and advertised them to physicians in medi-
cal journals. In this way, their use is di-·
rected in part by the economic motives of
a profit-making industry.

Hormone drug manufacture has
steadily increased so that today estrogens
are offered to virtually every U.S. woman
from puberty throughout life for anyone
of dozens of uses.

Between 1962-1973 dollar sales of
estrogen quadrupled in the U.S. in spite of
the fact that the incidence of cancer of es-
trogen-dependent organs was observed to
be rising in association with estrogen use.
In 1975, 91 million estrogen prescriptions
were written for a female adult population
of 60 million.

Historically, many of the decisions
about how hormones should be used were
based on assessments by one class (male
physicians) about the normality of another.
Emotional and physical "disorders" were
often uefined into existence and fitted to
drugs that could "cure"them. Today estro-
gens.are still used to alter female behavior,
both physical and psychological.

Many estrogen and progesterone hor-
mone drugs have never been proven neces-

sary, most have never been proven effective
.and none have been proven safe. The laten-.
cy period between the taking of these hor-
mones and the development of cancer is
known to be as long as 20 years, yet the
Federal Drug Administration (FDA) ap-
proves hormone drugs which have been
"demonstrated" safe only by short-term
clinical use.

Current surveys show that a majority
of physicians prescribe estrogens to women
without adequately informing them of the
associated and proven diseases which may
result and without mentioning the risk of
cancer I0-20 years later. That physicians
themselves \are uninformed of the associa-
tion between estrogen and cancer is ap-
parent, although studies pointing to an
association have appeared in medical
.literature as early as the 1950s. Package
labeling continues to omit a statement that
estrogen can promote cancer in the user, or
that if a woman has latent breast or uterine
cancer (which can exist for six years prior
to detection), estrogen may promote its
growth. Yet it is known that about
225,000 American women presently have
undiscovered breast cancer.

Each year about 197,000 new cases
of cancer of the estrogen-dependent organs
are diagnosed in American women. Of
these, 88,000 are breast cancer, 27,000
uterine lining cancer, 20,000 cervical in
situ, 17,000 ovarian and 4,200 other geni-
tal organ cancer.

That estrogen plays a role in cellu-
Jar 'proli(eration o(Jh~setar.get organs has
been· known since the discovery of the
hormone. Well-controlled epidemiological

WAlCH WHAT
HAPPENS. WHEN

studies associating an increased incidence
of some of these cancers with estrogen use
are accruing at a rapid pace, but it has long
been known that estrogens are carcino-
genic in laboratory animals.

The hazards of estrogen use are simi-
lar whether the estrogens are synthetic
or natural, steroidal or nonsteroidal. To
increase the body's estrogen level with
even small amounts of estrogen profoundly
affects the delicate hormonal balance
on which 50 metabolic systems depend.

The majority of estrogen prescrip-
tions are written for healthy women for
non-medical purposes. Ten million U.S.
women take the oral contraceptive and
eight million prescriptions annually are
written to menopausal women for uses
classified as "probably effective" by the
FDA.

About 40 million women have been
given the suspect DES to help their breast
milk dry up after childbirth, although the
process would occur without the aid of a
drug. Millions more take DES or other es-
trogens as a "morning-after pill" or to con-
trol real or perceived menstrual irregula-
rities, or for cosmetic or quasi-medical
uses like treatment of acne, thinning hair
or premenstrual syndrome.

Most of these uses have never been
subjected to adequately controlled studies
to prove their effectiveness.

Cancer is not the only or even the
major effect of prescribed estrogens.
Stroke, heart attack, hypertension, throm-
bophlebitis, gall bladder disease, benign
liver tumors, birth defects and a host of
gynecological symptoms and metabolic di-
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drugs that could "cure"them-:-Today estro-
gens are still used to alter female behavior,
both physical and psychological.

Many estrogen and progesterone hor-
mone drugs have never been proven. neces-

tal organ cancer.
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"We edit the"Monitorso'that the
reader, when through, is not in
apit ofdespair~

John Hughes
Editor and Manager
The Christian Science Monitor

Isn't this the kind of news you've
been needing? The Monitor focuses
on significant regional, national, and
international events, then gives its
readers what they need: constructive,
solution-oriented reporting.

If you are interested in a clear,
fair appraisal of your world, this
award-winning newspaper should be
your key daily news source. To
subscribe to The Christian Science
Monitor, just call toll free:

800-225-7090.
Or use the coupon below.

News. The way you need it.
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR®
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r----------------------------------,
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR/ Box 20572, Houston, TX 77025 I
Pleasestart.the Monitor corning in the mail every Monday through Friday for:

3 months/$12.50 6 months/$25 9 months/$37.50 One year/$45-a $5 saving

o Check/money order enclosed" 0 Bill me later

Name (Please print)

Apt.Street

City State/Country. ZIP/Post Code
E1V

L. J L __ ...:~~~ ~S~.~s:.;~~~~l~~~g~r~e.:.. ..;. _

of our
name-c
county
delegate

WATCH' WHAT "
HAPPENS WHEN:

DETERMINED WOMEN
GET TOG.ETHER.

There's sure to be plenty happening at the National Women's
Conference, and you're not going to want to miss any of it. But you
can't be everywhere at once. We can. '\

Sara Lowrey, Maria Sanchez and Sharon Speer of KPRC-TV will
be on the floor every day. Then, they'll give you a complete look at
what's been happening every evening on our 6:00 P.M. newscast.

At 9:00 A.M. on Friday, November 18, we'll present a one-hour
special called "Are YouListening?" hosted by Martha Stuart.

Add to that the Big 2 News Conference, where we'll interview one
of the more important delegates, and you'll see Channel 2 is the best
place to get.an overview of what's going on.

After the day's sessions, settle down for a while. Turn on 2. Watch
what happened. Then get ready for tomorrow.

WATCH SARA LOWREY, MARIA
SANCHEZ AND SHARON SPEER,
KPRC-TV NEWSPERSONS, WITH
FULL CONVENTION COVERAGE
ON BIG 2 NEWS AT 6.

2~
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salutes the
,

NATIONAL
WOMEN'S

C0NFERENCE
in~Houston
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celebrates the holidays
in the. state of Texas
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are the times
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imagine
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NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF
WOMEN
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we're here" I I

to make a difference.
(202) 338-8966
2000 PSt., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
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BEING IN HOUSTON:
,

Don't miss visiting an exhibition

of unusual handwoven rugs

and story-telling' AFRICAN TA~ ESTR IES

from the KINGDOM OF SWAZILAND

which will be on show at the

ALBERT THOMAS CONVENTION, '

AND EXHIBITION CENTER

Between Nov. 18th-21st from 8 a.m. to 5 p.rn,

Postal enquiries to: the kraal gallery
3530 Timmons Lane (713) 528-3144 Houston, Texas

(202) 338-8966
2000 PSt., NW

, Washington, D.C. 20036
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FREE! All Women
One Week Cruise on

51-foot Sappho II Sailboat.
Virgin Islands.

Grand Prize: A one-week cruise for
Da~ Kinsler & 5 friends

Three Second Prizes: A one-week cruise for-
. Barbara Northcutt & 1 friend
Donna Daniel & 1 friend
Patsy Lee & 1 friend

'." Luxurious all-women cruises departing St. Thomas, Unit~d ,States Virgin
Islands each Sunday and returning the following Saturday .. =, here's your
opportunity to learn sailing, deep sea fishing, water skiing, wind surfing and
scuba 'diving in the exciting clear coral-filled waters of the blue Caribbean.'
Aboard the Sappho II, a 51-foot ketch with teak decks and spacious air condi-
tioned interior, six lucky women, plus our highly qualified all women crew,
will enjoy gourmet meals, drinks and all activities for our all inclusive price of
$500 per person.

Sappho II is not an ordinary charter boat; she is a boat truly geared for
fun and adventure, so if you've wondered if your day would ever come ...
it's here! Come and do your thing the comfortable way, the "by women for
women" way. .

The above winners must claim their prizes before 8 p.m, &mdayat:
The Hosp!f!!litySuite, 608 Famin, &rite :m8
(comer of Texas and Fannin)
The Sappho Booth in the Convention Center
or call 224-13%
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Memories of my mother. I suppose she disciplined me but I never recall a really
cross word. I wanted to please her and when I left her every summer to visit my grand-
parents in Maine, I had to run to the bathroom three times a day for the first week to' cry
with homesickness, And when she was dying of cancer, and I was by then 35 and living in
Michigan, I felt myself torn apart, for I was 1000 miles away and had four daughters of
my own. I flew back to Boston at least three times when her doctor said her death was

" imminent. She 100ked.like.aJ)keleton, her cheeks sunk in, her bones'sticking out. She wa!l

~ d;~ /)1d; , " ,~~

II' ,-_I

By Wendy Haskell Meyer
A caring woman. But with a lifetime of disappointments and tragedies, Her parents I kept having babies. Each pregnancy was a diaphragm mistake but welcomed by

divorced. She married my father at 18 to escape' a bizarre and unhappy family situation. my husband as another possible son and by me as something that happened. Another
Then she herself divorced when I was three. Kept a house for her physician father in a big child to love. Unplanned, unquestioned,
Commonwealth Avenue brownstone in Boston. Until he began acting strangely and was I was rapidly -finding a new role as the mother of-getting on the PTA board,
eventually committed to a mental hospital with neurosyphilis. One of a series of chal- running car pools, and, before )ong, interrogating dates who by this time were calling on
lenges she accepted with good humor. During them all, she taught me the most enduring my teenaged daughters, I was also becoming the wife of John, who worked long hours
lesson of my life: Laugh-at the world, at 'yourself, at your problems. Then you survive. and was much sought after in medical and social circles and shared his life with me as

Memories of my mother. We have moved to the suburbs so I can go to good public much a~ he could. That was fascinating, It took me to the White House and to Europe'
h I Sh k " hon i h d h" ied ' 'several times.sc 00 s. e runs a rutting s op in our ouse an as-marne again to a very sweet per-- F ith 11 h inz f I b 'I" t d 'I did 't f I ', "\ . unny , WIt a t at going or me, egan to s IP m 0 epression. I n ee com-

son who seems to love me too. HISbusmess does not go well and she goes to work selhng f t ble i b bi h th th d tt" d hi d I th. . . ~, . or a e m su ur la were e 0 er women seerne ,pre ter an c Ic-er an c everer an
printing to small businesses. It means walking all over Boston every day and she makes It I 0 hi' kid f d M' didn' d th . t did 'f t b thi
sound funny and excitin . " ': t er peop e s I s con or~:, me I n t an . ere J~S In. see:n 0 e any ing

, g / . I was good at. I ruled out SUICIdeonly because I didn't think my five girls-could manage
But how embarrassed, enraged, sad, mortified I am when my mother frequently without me. •

has too much to drink. I can tell her intake at a glance by the way she holds her mouth. I started my secret journal that: year. Sharing my agonies with it, pages of intra-
"Mom," I tell her in my most scathing v6ice, "your teeth are loose again." And I cry in spective misery and poetry. When my husband and Lhad a fight, which we began to have
my bed at the top of the stairs one night when I hear her staggering and falling on her more often, instead of telling him what I was feeling, I told my journal. That's how I
way to bed. And I shout so only I can hear: "I hate you when you're like that!" started writing-to survive, Like laughing, which I'dtemporarily forgotten how to do (it

c.omes bilCk)., ". ; ',/' ," " .
My worried husband sent me to a psychiatrist. I was expected to do most of the

talking, between sniffs, but he did say that the reason my self esteem was so low must be
that I'd felt rejected by my father when he and my mother divorced. I said I felt worth-
less because I was worthless: I'd never been anything but the daughter of, the wife of, the
mother of. And I wasn't so hot at any of them. Wendy Meyer wasn't anyone just
by herself.



Memories of my mother. I suppose she disciplined me but I never recall a really
cross word. I wanted to please her and when I left her every summer to visit-my grand-
parents in 'Maine, I had to run to the bathroom three times a day for the first week to' cry
with homesickness. And when she was dying of cancer, and I was by then 35 and living in
Michigan, I felt myself torn apart, for I was 1000 miles away andhadfour daughters of
my own. I flew back to Boston at least threetimes when her doctor said her death was
imminent. She looked like a skeleton, her cheeks sunk in, her bones'sticking out. She was

.5-2. And still laughing, My husband would call me and say, "We need you. This could go
on forever: You'd better «orne home." So the day she died.T wasn't even there. And I
wondered then about loyalties-to your mother, to your daughters, to your husband and
to yourself. Who comes first?

Memories of my daughters who are so beautiful. But then I'm prejudiced. Looking
back to 1949, it was a marvelous atmosphere in which Jane and I had our rites of passage
together-I into motherhood and she into life itself. It was at Grace New Haven Hospital
in Connecticut, Natural childbirth was the local obstetrical religion and I was an enthusi-
astic communicant. I learned mylessons well. "Take a deep breath,now push hard, no,
slow down now; take some short gasps," my obstetrician coached me. After I gave that
last grunt and pushed her out, I was as euphoric,' as 'high, as I guess' 1 have ever been be-
fore or since. I wanted to sing and laugh and shout to everybody-Look what I did. Look
at my baby. Look at us. And oh my God, was I thirsty for a glass of.ginger ale.

Had I thought to choose motherhood? Of course -not, It had.never once occurred
to me in my first 2S years that I would do anything but get married and have a family.
That was what normal, desirable women did. Period. I remember the pall of pity which
.enshrouded my cousin Cynthia. She hadriot conceived in two years of marriage. This,
in the Forties, was such a tragedy thai we were all instructed not' to bring up subjects
related to pregnancy or children in her presence. We all.pitied Cynthia as a woman with-
out. a future. ,

" '
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About that time, I read The Feminine Mystique. OhmyGod, somebody else feels
the same way. Halleluja! Instant feminist. But a closet feminist for the first few years.

We moved to Houston in 1969. I started going to NOW meetings. I had some initial
anxieties at them because it appeared I was the, only feminist over 40, married and plan-
ning to stay married. When I tried to discuss feminism with other married women of my
age; they said that either my head or my marriage was rocky. when, in fact, both were
doing very well, thank you. ' .

,I brought at least one dinner party to .a screaming halt by suggesting to my host, an
airline pilot, that women be allowed to fly too. '

I bided my time and made close friendships with young journalists in town, worked
on Houston Journalism. Review, began publishing fairly steadily in Texas Monthly, the
National -Observei" and other markets-not the secret journals, but lifestyle and medical
stories. Once over his initial concern that my interest in a writing career camouflaged a
disinterest in our family, my husband became extremely supportive. ,

So here I am at 52, having recovered from that angry stage most middle-aged,
newly baptized feminists experience. I'm no longer blaming society or my husband or my

,children or myself for keeping me down. In fact, the irony of my position is that I most
cherish what came out of those years down under. I have something my feminist daugh-
ters will likely not have themselves: five daughters.

And a 30-year-old marriage held together with love through the usual deaths and ,
rebirths of every marriage. Until all those shared joys and agonies have made it, if not im-
pregnable, then certainly warm and comfortable. I suspect that our certainty since our
twenties that our marriage was for a lifetime became' a self-fulfilling prophecy. Who
would make a dumb prediction like that today?

A household of women must be hard for a man to live in. A world of stockings and
tampaxes and breasts and curlers and dresses and high heels. And in our family, at least,
no car manuals. No baseballs. No lawnmowers. We kept our conventional sex roles. Now,
when my girls and I, all six of us, are together (which rarely happens), we are so close, so
full of inside jokes, of shared confidences and reminiscences, that it takes special care not
to offend/exclude husbands and friends present.

I look back and wonder about that stranger, Wendy Meyer, in her twenties and thir-
ties. If I'd known then what I know now, everything would have beendifferent.

And I'm not so sure I'd like that at all. .
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not even reported by United Press Inter-
national. Of course, she could have just
been lost in the crush of the 12 or so men
also appointed to transfer power.

Jack Watson and Blum go about ex-
plaining to important people what the , •
direction of the nation will be in the .
months ahead. Watson has learned a new
word and he uses it often. The word is
"women," as in "the men and women of
thp r~1:tp-r__~rI_mlni_c;;:tr!ltif'\n ~Hp __h~J: le.~rner1

IF-1ANKS

BlJr NO lF1ANKS
By Jane O'Reilly

How come I don't feel grateful this
Thanksgiving? I have an apron printed
with rosebuds and trimmed with white
rick-rack, and I am going to wear it while I
do my Norman Rockwell act with the
~tf'''m;n'' n1::.ttf'TR
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A CELEBRATION

During the week of the National
Women's Conference Channel 8 will

be featuring programs about
uiomen and urornen'slssues.

"To 8e A Man"
"Me and Stella"
"Union Maids"

"Georgia 0' Keeffe"
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By Jane O'Reilly

How come I don't feel grateful this
Thanksgiving? I have an apron printed
with rosebuds and trimmed with white
rick-rack, and I am going to wear it while I
do my Norman Rockwell act with the
steaming platters.

At the appropriate moment I will
bow my head and count my blessings. A
preliminary inventory suggests that it
hasn't been a bad year. A certain sense of
peace and security and stability warms my
heart when I consider that:

The rent is paid.
My son is perfect.
The cat is not pregnant.
My parents enjoy good health.
No one has mentioned the Washing-

ton Redskins to me all year.
I am not in love. with anyone. ,
The typewriter was not broken, only

unplugged.
My gosh! What a lot of satisfactions!

If I can just find time' to finish the novel
and re-glue the dining room chaifs, every-
thing will be just perfect for Thanksgiving.

How come it isn't enough? How
come I want to lean out of the window and
roar? How come I dream at night that I
am chewing through walls? How come I
wish I could quit? Quit everything. To be
more precise, I am experiencing an over-
whelming sense of frustration and futility.

And it's not because I am allergic to
the cat.

It is because I am a woman and my
apron with rosebuds cannot console me
for the fact that women are still not being
taken into account. Being treated as
though 'we are invisible is enough to drive
some of us slightly mad. If one more news-
paper prints one more pagefulof pictures
of the "men around Carter," the streets
may begin to fill up with small gray drift-
ing crowds of women muttering, "Rosa-
lynn is not enough."

One of the women around Carter is
Barbara Blum, deputy for operations of
the transition staff.vfler appointment was

not even reported by United Press Inter-
national. Of course, she could have just
been lost in the crush of the 12 or so men
also appointed to transfer power.

Jack Watson and Blum go about ex-
plaining to important people what the
direction of the nation will be in the
months ahead. Watson has learned a new
word and he uses it often. The word is
"women," as in "the men and women of
the Carter administration." He has learned
it so well that he even uses it when it is
not appropriate, as in "men and women of
the Nixon administration."

But he has not learned that when
Barbara Blum is actually sitting next to
him in a meeting she has the capacity to
answer questions. Astonished observers
report that he never let her open her
mouth during one particularly crucial re-
cent meeting. It would have been an es-

xpecially nice gesture if he had, since none
of the men in the meeting thought to avail
themselves of her expertise, either.

Women in Washington are beginning
to feel slightly surreal. Night after night
the parlors of the Capital are filled with
men speculating about who will get what.
Women, even a woman, ate never men-
tioned. Not taken into account. Not taken
seriously. It makes us want to scream.
(See? Just like a woman. Just like a lump
of raging hormones. Interesting failure, the
women's movement. Now, what was I
saying? Oh, yes, if Harry takes ~UD and
-Peter gets defense ... ")

Women in power, women succeeding,
women as equal-the men who run the
newspapers don't seem to be able to deal
with those stories. Certainly they can't
'deal with letting women into their own
little circles: all the news officers of the
Associated Press Managing Editors Associ-
ation are men.

The infuriating truth is, as Janice
Mendenhall, director of the Federal Wom-
en's Program, said recently: "The world is
still too, full of too many men who think
that all a woman wants is a tight sweater,
a loose girdle and a warm place to type."

Reprinted with permission of the
Washington Star.

9B8
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Houston Area Feminist
Federal Credit Union'

WhyHAFFCU?
Even for the vast majority of us who take our financial obligations seriously,
balancing a budget isn't easy. Just when you think you've found the answer,
inflation takes another bite out of your paycheck. And everything starts
costing more. Putting the kids through school. Food. Clothes. A better
home. Or even new appliances, Sometimes it makes you wonder if you ever
can.get ahead. No matter how hard you try.
Take an opportunity, not a chance.
Fortunately, there is someone you can turn to for help. Your Credit Union ..
Our business is helping people get more out of their money. We can help you
save. Help you borrow. And, if you like, we can even show you how to avoid
future money problems by suggesting practical strategies that really work.
We play it straight. '
Thomany organizations try to use personal financial counseling as a way to
sell other services. A consolidation loan. A fee. A gimmicky savings
account. Your credit union doesn't operate that way. Our financial
counseling is free to each member. No strings attached.
We'll keep it confidential too.
Your business is nobody else's business. We don't gossip. Or send your name
to anybody. Or turn you over to somebody who charges you for their help.
We believe in being private. Practical, professional counseling. It's free for
the asking at your credit union.

-....1

Discoveryourcreditunion.ft~e're doingmoreforyou. -..
2418 'Iravis . Houston, 'Iexas 77006·527-9108
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'I:e Puerto Rican delegation attend- of the family. We have many more elderly
ing the National Women's Conference women than men and their needs have to
hope to make their voices heard in Spanish. be attended to," said Pico-Hernandez, who

They have asked the National Com- IS past president, of the Puerto Rico Com-
mission on the 'Observance of International mission fox, the Betterment of Women's
Women's Year to provide simultaneous, Rights:
translation in Spanish-English at all confer- ~ The Commission was created by a
ence events. ' lawpassed by the Puerto Rican Legislature

"We have not been given a definite in '1973 and has been one of the strongest
answer, but hope we'll have a bilingual con- driving forces behind the women's, move-

One of the .bills passed, giving mar-
ried women equal power in administering
common property. had been introduced in
the legislature for eight consecutive years.

One of the discriminatory laws done
away with prohibited women from having
.their own businesses and placed them in
the same category with those who need
special protection from the state: the in-
sane, minors and the deaf and dumb.

director of the legal aid clinic of the Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico's Law School. .,

"One of the resolutions we are very
interested in is the one supporting passage
of the'E"qual Rights Amendment. Although
the Constitution of Puerto Rico has a
clause that prohibits discrimination be-
cause of sex, it, is imperative that the
United State's one does too, since we have
such, close ties with the mainland."

i'ARR:J8A, ARB'IRA·! . ,

\

ference. We feel it is only by giving us, the
Hispanic-American women, a choice of
speaking' in our native tongue that our
VOIces will be heard clearly," said Isabel
Pico-Hernandez, a Puerto Rican delegate,
during a telephone conversation from San
Juan, the island's capital.

"It is not that many of us can't speak
English," said Pico-Hernandez, who has a
doctorate in political science from Harvard
University and is a college professor. "We
feel more comfortable speaking Spanish

I ,
and we can express ourselves better In
Spanish."

In addition, the Puerto Rico delega-
tion, which has 17 members '(five of them
alternate delegates), will bring to Houston
a series of resolutions which the island's
women have asked them to present to the
conference. \, , ,

These resolutions were drafted at an
island-wide women's 'conference and four
smaller caucuses' held in the summer. A
referendum has, been taken ~mo:tg the
1,500 women who attended the meetings
to determine which resolutions will take
top billing.

The resolutions cover a variety of
subiectsTrorn child care to, inclusion 'of
Puerto Rico in the scope of some Federal
laws which now do not apply to the island.
One of these is a) provision of the Social
Security, Act which has a clause that pro-

By Meriemil Rodriguez

ment on the island. Its members are ap-
pointed byfhe island's Senate. The com-
missioners serve from three to four years.

During the 1975-76. legislative session
.'1 ,... • • _. ~.Ll~ ""'-1__ 1__ 1 .L" _ .L" 1_

TOTSIE STEWART

To date, Puerto Rico's married·wom-
en can't file separate income tax returns
and there is no such thing as a joint tax re-
turn. The husband always files for both.

"T""_~ .L1 C n,, __ .•.~ n.:""' ....•..•.•..•

The ties between Puerto Rico and
the United States date back almost 100
years. The Caribbean island, 100 miles long
by 35 miles wide, situated 1,600 miles
southeast of New York, became part of the
United States' in 1-898 as a result of the
Spanish-American War. Puerto' Ricans be-
came American citizens in 1917, but -is-
land residents don't vote in Presidential
elections.

On,July 25, 1952, the island, became
,a Commonwealth voluntarily associated
'with the United States as a result of a corn-
pact'signed by the two countries and ap-
proved at the polls by the Puerto Ricans.
The question of Federal statehood for
Puerto Rico is a hotly debated issue on
the island.

The delegates to the women's confer-
ence will represent, the many faces of
Puerto Rico-racially, economically, educa-
tionally and socially. The delegation has
four lawyers, one Catholic nun who is a
sociologist, a labor leader, two state sena-
tors (one of whom is an artist), a school su-
perintendent, a municipal worker, one col-
lege professor, two' social workers, a horne-
maker who is a home economist, one phy-
sician, a television producer and a student.

The majority of the women are be-
tween the ages of 26 and 56 and most are
Catholics:
MJ4RI'PMI' von~Ir-TT'P7 '.:l Pll&>ortA. "Rlr» <:lon



i women-nave-a-SKeO-LJIelli to presenr-ro-rne=-
conference.

These resolutions were drafted at an
island-wide women's 'conference and four
smaller caucuses held in the summer. A
referendum has been taken among the
1,500 women who attended the meetings
to determine which resolutions will take
top billing.

The resolutions cover a variety of
subjects from child care to. inclusion of
Puerto Rico in the scope of some Federal
laws which now do not apply to the island.
One of these is a provision of the Social
Security Act which has a clause that pro-
vides for people 72 years and older to re-
ceive benefits even if they did not pay into
the system.

"This affects many of our elderly
women, since they tend to be the survivors

ment .on the island. Its members are ap-
pointed bythe island's Senate. The com-
missioners serve from three to four years.

During the 1975-76-legislatlve session
the Commission, with the help of a female
state' senator, introduced and got approved
17 bills doing away with laws that discrimi-
nated against women, especially. married
women.

The delegates to the women's confer-
ence will represent the many faces of
Puerto Rico-racially, economically, educa-
tionally and socially. The delegation has
four lawyers, one Catholic nun who is a
sociologist, a labor leader, two state sena-
tors (one of whom is an artist), a school su-
perintendent, a municipal worker, one col-
lege professor, two social workers', a horne-

TOTSIE STEWART maker who is a home economist, one phy-
T d t P R"' . d' sician, a television producer and a student.

,0 .a e, uerto .ICO s marne worn- The majority of the women are be-
en can t f~le separate ~ncome .t~x returns. tween the ages of 26 and 56 and most are
and there IS no such thing as,a joint tax re- Catholics' _
turn. The husband always files for both. .

"For the women of Puerto Rico as MERIEMIL RODKIGUEZ, a Puerto Rican,
well as the United States, the fact that the is assistant professor in journalism at the
conference is going to take place is a signi- University of Houston and has written for
ficant step forward," said Ivette Ramos, a the New York Daily News, the San Juan
lawyer who is an alternate delegate and Star and others.

Art Caucus
By Charlotte Moser

In the last year, Philadelphia formed
a new women's co-op called Muse; Kansas
City staged Missouri's first womens show,
and Houston brought in the exhibition of
200 artworks by women for the Interna-
tional Women's Year Conference.

All this happened through the efforts
of the Women's Caucus for Art, a five-year-
old group that wants to change the art
world's structure and bend society, too.

The group is sponsoring today's
three-hour conference on "Improving the
Status or Women in Art: "Success Stories
and' Strategies for Gaining Recognition and
Reward" beginning at 2:30 p.m. in Albert
Thomas Center, Room 106. Film and video
activities in Seneca Falls South are also or-

THE llILLA&lE ~HEESE S'Nar
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CHEESES

GOURMET FOODS

.'
FINE WI-NES

COOKWARE

MON-SAT. 9-6MARY ELLEN ALLEN
J (713)527-0398 I

2484 BOLSOVER
H9USTON, TEXAS 77005
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ganized by the group with a grant from
H.E.B. Grocery.

"The women's movement has
brought art back into society as a whole
for the first time since the 1930's," says
Judith Brodsky, president of the WCA
which began in 1972 under the auspices
of the College Art Association.

"We're involved with issues that go
beyond women in art. But it took a change
in generations to bring art back to the soc-

ial acitivism of early Artists Equity."
Part of WCA's activitism is leveled at

political change and part of it at internal
changes in art academics.

WCA's first activity was compiling
figures about employment of women on
art faculties, and exhibitions granted to
women in galleries and museums. They
came. up with data showing that while 50
per cent of new Ph.D.s are women, less

Continued on page 7
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OVCE CAMPBELL
PERSONNEL SERVICE

6420 Hillcroft· Suite 502· Houston/Texas 77081·772 -7209
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Pleiades Records .
presents Margie Adam! .
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Our current release:

Margie Adam. Songwriter.
Record Album $6.00
Cassette Tape $6.00
Songbook $4.00

w/guitar c';:::lable from AlSO: paintings and drawings by Stephanie Kaldis
Women in Distribution L h d d' . '\

P.O. Box 8858 unc an Inner
Washington, D.C. 20003 Man 10-5 Tue-Fri11-midnight Sat 11-1am

POST OFFICE BOX 7217 ----=-- BERKELEyfCALIFORNIA94707 Add 10%for postage & handling TL t 'd' h m'ep.a - ••••••e up own'l own 0 .' ce •••••••••
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Pleiades Records .
presents Margie Adam! .

t

Pleiades Records,
a women's recording company,
encourages all women to contribute
to the diversity of women'smusic
and to share
our growing women's culture
with everyone. .
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PLEIADES RECORDS
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.Eullen Women's e'enteT*v
. lilii'

offers Pteg~u:JncyTespng
Problem J>regnancy

, 01 ,if! 005;,

Counseling
J&" '""
$! ,

and: information.

Carl 1~5421
4\" • r@l~t4 '.' . i.' ~. § ....~'

~d~day - Saturday 9 -5 Am

.n~'~--r~\e.&-S~s,A~s.•sa.
1708SUnset 528-2264 .

Now featuring

*(y
BRINSON
jazz singer and pianist

Easyhours ·4:30-7 Tue-Sat

12 MASTER IMAGES-Henri Cartier-
Bresson, Wynn Bullock, Shirley.Burden, Pau'l
Caponigro, Imogen Cunningham, Andre
Kertesz, Jacques Henri Lartigue, W. Eugene
Smith, Ralph Steiner, Josef Sudek, George
Tice, Minor White.

WOMEN-IMAGES BY 12 WOMEN
PHOTOGR'APHERS-Eve Arnold, Sonja
Bullaty, DENA, Abigail Heyman, Helen
Levitt, Mary Ellen Mark, Holly Maxson,
Barbara Morgan, Suzanne Opton, Lilo Ray·
mond, Eva RUbinstein, Sherry suns.

1976 Wall Calendars, 121/4" x 91/4". Highest
quality reproduction. Hand-lettered, with
plenty of space for writing. Wonderful gift
for yourself and friends, for Christmas and
the New Year.
Each $5.95. USA, incL post & handling.'
Orders processed immediately. Abroad,
add sz.oo-ccvers j or 2 calendars. 'Sea-Mait,
allow 6 weeks. .
For spe<)ial limited edition, signed by the
photographers, write for details: SherArt
Images, Dept. B., 60 E. 12 SI. NYC 10003

IWY Booth No. 220
A Woman·Owned Business
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PHOTOS: TOP CENTER JAIIII~E RUBIN

CENTER TOTSIE STEWART
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Second in a two-part series.

The anti-abortion movement argues that abortion is
murder, that fetuses and embryos- even, presumably eggs
at the moment of fertilization-are human beings with a
right to life. To oppose this view is not to say that abor-
tio~ has no moral significance, that it is a neutral act like
getting a tooth pulled. Abortion does destroy a living,
genetically unique entity, a potential human being, and I
would guess that few women have abortions with total in-
.difference to that fact. On the contrary, for many women '-:
the decision to end a pregnancy is difficult and painful.
But to equate abortion with murder=that'ts, the unjustifi-
able killing of a person-is another matter. That argument
not only assumes that the fetus is an actual person-s-a
claim that taken literally is as silly as calling a seed a plant
-but grants fetuses an absolute right to life that even
people don't have. I

While it is certainly possible to argue that fetuses are
as valuable as people, such an assertion cannot be proved
or disproved; it is not a matter of fact but pf emotional or
theological conviction. Nor can' any moral or social con-
sensus be invoked in support of that conviction, which is
nowhere reflected in our laws or in popular opinion. We
do not hold funerals for dead fetuses or consider a mis-
carriage as traumatic as the death of a baby. American law
has not, in the past, linked abortion with murder or set
comparable penalties; American society has regarded abor-
tion as, at worst, a vice akin to drug taking or prostitu-
tion. Millions of women-otherwise indistinguishable from
the rest of the noncriminal population-have expressed
their opinion on the ~ubject by having abortions, Iegal or
illegal. It is questionable whether even militant right-to-
lifers really believe their own rhetoric-former senator
James Buckley, the author of two proposed constitutional
amendments defining the fetus as a person, told a Senate
hearing that his amendments would not, in fact, require
states to impose the same penalty for fetal "murder" as
for murder of persons already born.

In any case, only committed pacifists believe that
killing is never justified. Most of us assume (and our laws
and international agreements reflect the assumption) 'that
the right to life must be balanced against the right to self-
defense, individual or collective, against attacks on one's
life, safety, liberty or independence. Abortion is an asser- , Q~.

By Ellen Winis
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cars and 'tickets to the Kennedy Center." In a letter to the
New York Times, defending the Supreme Court, Mr. Bert
S. Annenberg pointed out that the rich can "afford caviar
and champagne and sail their yachts to Palm Beach . , .
while the poor cannot."

To blame this let-them-eat-caviar sentiment on
simple insensitivity to women's experience would be char-
itable. More likely it comes from understanding women's
feelings only too well. Talk to anti-abortionists long
enough, and they invariably betray their underlying con-
cern: to curb women's sexual freedom. Besides raising the

'specter of tax-supported face-lifts, Representative Rudd
remarked that if a woman has a right to control her own
body, she should exercise that control before she gets
pregnant. Several people who have recently written me to
defend the humanity of fetuses have included the obser-
vation that if you overeat you should expect to get fat,
and if you have sex you should expect to get pregnant,
In other words, sexual intercourse is an unhealthy excess,
for which women (even married women, apparently)
should be made to suffer.

Since these days it is considered a bit crude to rant
about the wages of sin (at least for heterosexuals), many
anti-abortionists dress up the anti-sex argument in a seem-
ingly plausible rationale. As Mr. Annenberg put it, "In
today's era of scientific achievement there are many ways
for preventing conception, which are available to all who
desire them ... " President Carter and others have ex-
pressed concern lest abortion be used as a "routine con-
traceptive." Leaving aside the bizarre notion that women
are likely to prefer an operation to other forms of birth
control, the implication here is that women (particularly
black welfare mothers) get pregnant because they are lazy,
irresponsible hedonists.

The constantly repeated assertion that women don't
need abortions because they have contraceptives is a clas-
sic case of the big lie. It is fascinating that so many other-
wise well-informed people manage not to know a readily
available fact: there is no such thing as a perfectly reliable
contraceptive. Even birth control pills, taken exactly as
directed, have a small but definite failure rate, and given
the documented dangers of the pill, women can hardly
be blamed for switching to less effective methods. Yet--.. ~~~~~~. --"-----......:.....! 1.!£ ~ ...I!_ .,1 ~,_ ..l~~ R
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the rest of the noncriminal population-have expressed
their opinion on the subject by having abortions, legal or
illegaL It is questionable whether even militant right-to-
lifers really believe their own rhetoric-former senator
James Buckley, the author of two proposed constitutional
amendments defining the fetus as a person, told a Senate
hearing that his amendments would not, in fact, require
states to impose the same penalty for fetal "murder" as
for murder of persons already born.

In any case, only committed pacifists believe that
killing is never justified .. Most of us assume (and our laws
and international agreements reflect the assumption) 'that
the right to life must be balanced against the right to self-
defense, individual or collective, against attacks on one's
life, safety, liberty or independence .. Abortion is an asser-
tion of this basic right, though in a context that is not pre-
cisely analogous to any other. Pregnancy involves a
uniquely intimate relationship: the pregnant woman is re-
quired to nurture another organism with her own. body ..
Pregnancy and childbirth are inherently a strain on a
woman's system ("labor" is precisely that); complications
can be distressing, unhealthy, even fataL Having a baby
transforms a woman's body, often causing permanent
physical and metabolic changes .. Psychically, too, preg-
nancy and birth are an absorbing, exhausting affair, Even
women who want babies and are eager to experience preg-
nancy often find it difficult. For the woman who must
bear a child against her .will, pregnancy is a nine-month
rape, a barbaric form of involuntary servitude, .
, But forced pregnancy is only a prelude to the op-

pression of forced motherhood ..The same male-dominated
society that passes repressive abortion laws severely re-
stricts the freedom and independence of mothers: Mothers
must ,typically assume the burden of child-rearing, with"
little or no help from fathers or the larger community. ~
And because of job discrimination and the lack of public '~
child-care facilities, few mothers can remain self-support- ~
ing; most are wholly or partly dependent on husbands, ,~
relatives or welfare .. This combination of responsibility >-
and dependence drastically Jimits=-when it does not en- ~
tirely destroy=a mother's ability to aetermine the direc- ~
tion of her life ..The bind is worst for poor women (a cate- I"l
gory that includes most single mothers, whether or not U J
they were poor to begin with) .. But for women of ,all
classes-the mother who already-has as many children as
she can handle, the single woman who is passionately in-
volved in her work, the housewife who is struggling to
acquire some skills aftd, get a job so that she can leave a
bad marriage, the teenager who does not yet know who
she is or what she wants-the right to' abortion can mean
the difference between living and existing.

The violence and urgency of women's need to get
rid of unwanted pregnancies are easily measured .. Laws
have never stopped women from risking death and mutila-
tion, spending huge sums of money (if they had it) or en-
during the indignities of a sleazy, illicit seller's market to
obtain abortions .. Even when abortion is legal it is at best
an unpleasant experience, an assault on the body; for
many if not most women it is emotionally upsetting as
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well, and for some women it is a crisis. The only reason
women have abortions is that the alternative is so much
worse .. Yet anti-abortion rhetoric continually refers to
"convenience" abortions, dismissing unwanted pregnancy
as a mere annoyance, which in no way deserves to be bal-
anced against the sacred life of the fetus. A less extreme
(hence more insidious) version of this attitude is that
abortion may be permissible, but is nevertheless a frivo-
lous luxury. '

Carter's speech suggested this theme; others have
elaborated on it. Representative Elwood Rudd argued that
if the government has to pay for abortions, "By that logic
taxpayers can be forced by Congress to pay for poor
people to have face-liftings, hair transplants, expensive
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pressed concern lest abortion-be usedasa"routine con-
traceptive .." Leaving aside the bizarre notion that women
are likely to prefer an operation to other forms of birth
control, the implication here is that women (particularly
black welfare mothers) get pregnant because they are lazy,
irresponsible hedonists.

The constantly repeated assertion that women don't
need abortions because they have contraceptives is a clas-
sic case of the big lie ..It is 'fascinating that so many other-
wise well-informed people manage not to know a readily
available fact: there is no such thing as a perfectly reliable
contraceptive. Even birth control pills, taken exactly as
directed, have a small but definite failure rate, and given
the documented dangers of the pill, women can hardly
be blamed for switching to less effective methods. Yet
over a decade or two Of an active sex life using a dia-

. phragm, IUD, condoms or foam, the chances of at least
one accidental pregnancy are relatively high. It is an
equally blatant lie that birth control information and de-
vices are "available to all who desire them." ITt many com-
munities law or social pressure or both restrict access to
contraceptives and accurate instructions in their use; teen-
agers in particular are often denied the protection they
need ..

It is true that women are sometimes careless about
birth control, for reasons ranging from ambivalence about
getting pregnant to guilt over sexual activity to immatur-
ity to the ingrained human tendency to take foolish
chances .. It is also true that every act of unprotected inter-
course involves a man who fails to use a contraceptive or
make sure his partner uses one: Yet for anti-abortionists,
an unwanted pregnancy is solely the woman's failure and
the woman's tough luck .. There is something highly sus-
pect about their self-righteous vindictiveness ..(Imagine the
same attitude applied to car accidents: "The creep went
through, a red light! Let him pay for his own ambu-
lance!") Essentially, it is a 'cover for the fear that women

.are getting away with something-namely, enjoying sex
on their own terms ..

The right to abortion is only one aspect of repro-
ductive freedom .. Women must have access to the safest,
most reliable birth control measures our technology can
devise (including voluntary sterilization); there must be
an end to social pressure on women to justify their sex-
ual activity, or their very existence, by having children.
Equally important, women who want children should be
free to have them-a freedom that necessarily includes the
right to bring up children under decent economic and
social conditions. No woman should be driven to an abor-
tionist out of economic desperation or fear of being
trapped in the home .. Yet, even in the best of all possible
societies, there will always be women who need abortions.
Abortion is the emergency fallback, the crucial insurance
against technological and human fallibility .. Only an abso-
lute right to abortion can free women from the chronic
subliminal dread that at any moment we may find our-
selves helplessly subject to the rule of our biology and
robbed of all control over our lives ..
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First
Women

By Janet Sanders and Sue Kaufman

Asking women to be "foot soldiers
and not Kamikaze pilots," {l.S. Rep. Bar-
bara Jordan joined other speakers at the
IWY Conference Saturday in urging dele-
gates to avoid dissension within their ranks.

"We can't expect it all to~e our way
at a time when the country is drifting, if
not shifting to the right," Jordan said.
"The delegates are not of a single mind.
And no one person has the right answer."

Jordan's keynote address on the first
day of the conference topped off a series
of speeches in the. coliseum which adopted
the same conciliatory tone. They were the
prelude to what could be heated debate
over certain key proposals conference or-
ganizers hope to pass.

Anticipating the disagreement, form-
er First Lady Betty Ford and First Lady
Rosalynn Carter both warned women to
guard against "defensiveness and anger"
and not to be "dismayed by the clash
of opinion."

"The glue that holds us together is
the knowledge that our basic goals are the
same," said Carter, in a soft Georgia ac-
cent. Ford followed her by asking women
to "keep it together. "

Acknowledging that she too was ini-
tially doubtful of the women's movement,
Lady Bird Johnson, former First Lady, told
delegates that "I once thought it belonged
more to my daughter than it did to me. I
have come to know, however, that it be-
longs to women of all ages."

Even outspoken Bella Abzug, a New
York attorney and presiding officer at the
conference, reminded delegates that "our
purpose is not to tell women how to live
or what to do."

And while she and former White

House Press Secretary Liz Carpenter pri-
marily focused their attention on women's
rights goals, 'and not the possible division
over those goals, they too attempted to
smooth out the differences of opinion
which might exist.

"We have no intention of abandoning
our role as nurturer and wife," Carpenter
said. "But are we so dangerous? So forward
and brash and' pushy to ask for fairness?"

Abzug, the U.S. representative who
introduced the bill which started the ball
rolling back in 1975 for a National Wom-
en's Year, said that it would be a "dull
weekend" if there were not some disagree-
ment' at the conference. "Let us agree to
disagree if we must. But I hope all of us
here will remember our common interest
as women who have for too long been
treated as merely auxiliary human beings,"
Abzug said. '

Carpent~\ and Jordan compared the
women's rights imovement to the human
rights stance of President Jimmy Carter's
foreign policy. Although the issues to be
discussed? at the/conference have generated
controversy, they said, they are in them-
s;Ives not controversial.

"As a matter of fact, the goals sound
like stanzas to America the Beautiful,"
Jordan told thousands of cheering dele-
gates. "There is nothing stated in them
which is .incompatible with the goals'
of America."

Nevertheless, the minority of dele-
gates wearing the yellow "Majority" rib-
bons which tagged them as the anti-Equal
Rights Amendment faction, remained
stony-faced 'throughout the opening cere-
mony and did not join the applause. As if
reading those faces, Jordan pointed out
that the conference could possibly fail
unless delegates used patience and remem-
bered that "everyone must be free to de-
fine the meaning of the total woman for
herself. "

While attempting to reconcile oppos-
ing facitions at the conference, speakers
also made note of the' progress which has
already been made among women in the
professional arena. Carter pointed to the

40-odd women holding key government
positions in her husband's administration,
while Carpenter made note of those wom-
en in the audience holding down a job
while raising a family at the same time.

Mayor Fred Hofheinz, who wel-
comed delegates to Houston, pointed out
that police department regulations here
which effectively excluded women from
the police force have been recently
knocked down.

And Abzug, with her ever familiar
hat and her glasses slipping down over her

/ nose, noted that the conference is the first
time the federal government has sponsored
such an event.

Yet she and other speakers also em-
phasized how far they say women have to
go before gaining full equality with men.

"We've seen our dreams sometimes
shattered, often short-changed, doors closed
or half closed by insecure men and women
fearful of a world of equality," said Car-
penter. "We mothered this nation. Are we
to be shackled forever by the unending
audacity of men?"

Speeches were frequently interrupted
by delegates chanting "ERA now!" or
"Two, four, six, eight, ratified in every
state. "

New York women waved red apples
as a reminder of the "Big Apple" in their
home state. The Pennsylvania delegation
decorated the placard of their state with
yellow balloons emblazoned with the
words "women's rights."

The meeting was brought to order
by the same gavel suffragist Susan B. An-
thony used over a century ago. A proces-
sion of Girl Scouts of all ages brought in
the flags of the United Nations arid the
United States as delegates sang the Battle
Hymn of the Republic. Halfway through
the speeches five women, two of them
Olympic champions, carried in a torch
brought from Seneca Falls, N.Y., site
of the first women's rights conference
in 1$48.
(The text of Barbara Jordan's speech-is on
page 2.)

Weathermen
arrested

By Sue Kaufman

'Three alleged members of the Weath-
er Underground were arrested by FBI
agents of the Houston office Saturday af-
ternoon as they were about to enter their
car in the parking lot outside the Astro-
dome where a Pro-Life Rally was taking
place.

FBI officials in Houston said Sunday
morning the three, Judith Emily Bissell,
33; Clayton Van Lydegraf, 62, and a wom-
an identified as "Esther," who the bureau
said used the name Grace Fortmer, 28 to
32 years of age, were unarmed at the time
of their arrest.

The Houston FBI said that the ar-
rests culminated a seven-month undercover
investigation conducted by the Los Angeles
and Houston offices of the bureau.

After the three were arrested, the
FBI searched their apartment at 5135
North Freeway. Five handguns and an un-
determined amount of explosives were
seized.

The three were charged with conspir-
acy to violate the Federal Firearms Act and
possession of unregistered explosives. Bis-
sel was held in lieu of $500,000 bond while
Van Lydegraf and "Esther" were being
held in lieu of $300,000 bond each.

Van Lydegraf, who was identified as
the head of the Prairie' Fire Organizing
Committee of the Weather Underground,
allegedly directed ,J udith Emily Bissell,
"Esther," Paul Daly and Michael Justesen
(Daly and Justesen were arrested by the
FBI in Los Angeles today) "to recruit
individuals to join an underground politi-
cal group which had as its primary objec-
tives assassinations of public figures and
bombings of public buildings in an effort
to further their political goals; i.e. per-
forming revolutionary acts against govern-
ment organizations," the FBI said.
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By Emily Miller Ladner and Loraine Elms

They are not like old cars, to be
thrown on a junk pile; they are "the elders
of the tribe," with knowledge and experi-
ence and wisdom. They are the Gray Pan-
thers. Their motto is "Age and Youth in
Action," and they mean organized, in-
formed, political action. Do you want to
work past your 65th birthday, or do you
want to retire at 65 with full Social Secur-
ity benefits? The Gray Panthers think it
should be your choice, and they intend to
see that you legally have that choice.

Do you believe that age alone should
not determine your freedom to make your
own decisions, or your ability to get credit
or insurance? The Gray' Panthers' say:
"Above all, we are fighting ageism, the dis-
crimination that reduces elders to second-
class citizens.' Ageism, like racism and sex-
ism, is a socially destructive force."

Maggie Kuhn, founder and leader of
the organization, is'attending the IWY Con-
ference. "I'm 71,"says.Kuhn, "and I don't
want to be dumped on the scrap heap. I
don't want to be isolated from mainstream
living or from the companionship of people
of all ages."

Kuhn's employers could force her to
retire at 65, but they couldn't force her to
accept "growing old gracefully;" In fact,
they freed her; with no job to lose, she
dares to combat what she considers basic
social and economic flaws.

Old and young alike suffer from dis-
criminatory hiring practices, poor housing,
inadequate public transportation and the
lack of a comprehensive health service;
improvements the Gray Panthers achieve in
these areas, they point out, benefit the
whole community.

"The New York Gray Panthers
helped get some new 'kneeling buses.'
These have a ramp which lets down when
the doors open, so wheelchairs, walkers
and crutches can be easily used. We joined

affiliate groups. Gray Panthers of Greater
Houston grew from a seed planted when
Kuhn visited Houston a year ago. The
group formally affiliated with national
Gray Panthers in May 1977, and has been
meeting monthly to choose priorities and
organize task forces. Members want to find
ways to combat age discrimination in
employment, salary
scales, retirement
policies, insurance,
housing, transporta-
tion, inflation,
health care and soc-
ial services, and oth-
er areas of their lives
yhich they feel arc
'unfairly manipulated.

Esther Faerber,
acting convener of
the Houston organi-
zation, and Viva
Kuykendall, mem- .
bership chairperson,
are a dynamic pair
who together per-
sonify the motto, "Age
and Youth in Action." Ac-
cording to Faerber, "We
choose to assert our right
to be and become old in
ways which express dig-
nity, vitality, power, and
our diversity and richness-of
experience. We believe that
individually and together we
have the power to stop the big-
otry of ageism."

The Gray Panthers have orga-
nized a media watch to combat de-
grading stereotypes such as Carol
Burnett's skits as a senile, toothless
woman, "Encouraging people to
laugh at a human tragedy is the ul-
timate de~ing of a person," ~uhn says.
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they- fre~d her; with no job -to lose, sh~ t';b~-;~db~~~I~~-~Id-i~-
dares to combat what she considers basic ways which express dig-
social and economic flaws. nity, vitality, power, and

Old and young alike suffer from dis- our diversity and richness-of
criminatory hiring practices, poor housing, experience. We believe that
inadequate public transportation and the individually and together we
lack of a comprehensive health service; have the power to stop the big-
improvements the Gray Panthers achieve in'otry ofageism."
these areas, they point out, benefit the The Gray Panthers have orga-
whole community. 'nized a media watch to combat de-

"The New York Gray Panthers grading stereotypes such as Carol
helped get some new 'kneeling buses.' Burnett's skits as a senile, toothless
These have a ramp which lets down when woman. "Encouraging people to
the doors open, so wheelchairs, walkers laugh at a human tragedy is the ul-
and crutches can be easily used. Wejoined timate demeaning of a person," Kuhn says.
forces with the handicapped on this pro- The Houston group's media watch reacts
ject,' says Kuhn, "and a lot of people will quickly; when a local TV station presented
benefit."- a doctor speaking against national health'

Gray Panthers had its national begin-. services, a member notified Faerber, who
ning in Philadelphia in 1970 under the "spoke in favor of such services on that
name Coalition of Older and Younger' same evening's news broadcast. Faerber
Adults. Within two years, the group of also recently spoke at HEW's Public Forum
aggressive idealists had battled formidable on Health Insurance and at the Gray Pan- ,
antagonists such. as the Pennsylvania Bank thers'<National Convention, where her
and Trust and the Philadelphia Transpor- topic was "How Secure is Your Social
ta~i.on Authority with such ferocity ~hat a '.Security?" "-
radIO announcer dubbed the'group "Gray " \ .. '. .
Panthers." The name stuck. , For more information contact the Houston group at

. In Texas, three cities, Houston, San (713) 464-2179 or (713) 869-0318; the address of national
Antonio and Austin, have Gray Panther headquarters is 3700 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

Support. Human Rights For AI/People
Without Reg~rd To Sexual Preference.

,.<$, <

Join the

~ationalGayTask Force
America's Largest Gay Civil Rights Organization

Visit NGTF's exhibit, No. 525-527, Albert Thomas Hall
----~,-,-' --- -"Keep the Agenda Moving-Let All IssuesBe Heard"

. National Gay Task Force, Rm. 506,80 Fifth Ave.
,New York, N.Y.,1oo11, Tel. (212) 741-1010
Yes. I would like to join NGTF. Enclosed is my contribution for:

D $15 Basic Member D $500 Sponsoring Member

D $25 Contributing Member D $1000, Lifetime Member Interbank # _

D ·$50 Sustaining M!3mber D $25 Household Member (for two) Expiration Date ~ _

D $100 Supporting Member D $5 Limited Income Member Signature _

I understand that I will receive the NGTF newsletter. ITS TIME. with my membership.

D Please keep my name and mailing confidential.

•D Charge it on Master Charge
Card # ---,-__

Name ----~-c---- ------ Address _" , ,

State __ .. _City _ Zip_
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2 Houston and Astrodome Battleground, Port ofHouston
3 NASA-LBJ Space Center 6 Evening Shopping Tour
4 GalvestonIsle 7 Evening Escapade-

Night life tour of Houston '

contact your Hotel Bell Captain
for tickets and reservations
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Shirley Fond iller, R.N., is editor of" The
American Nurse, the official !.ewspaper of
the American Nurses' Association.

in the past. A step in the right direction -has
been the marked development of basic
nursing education within colleges and uni-
versities, where nurses can acquire the sci-
entific knowledge base necessary for pro-
fessional practice as well as exposure to
different theories of change and risk-
taking. How nurses, and all women, accept
change and understand the strategies con-
nected with it will largely determine their
sense of self-esteem, their power and their
control over their lives.

Nurses today .are better educated and
more accountable for their practice. Just
as the contemporary woman is leaving
traditional positions for other opportu-
nities, nurses also are designing new models
of what health delivery should be.

The formation in 1974 of the Nurses'
Coalition for Action in Politics (N-CAP)
demonstrated a growing awareness among
nurses to organize for political action. Es-
tablished as the political education arm of
ANA, N-CAP endorsed congressional can-
didates during the 197'6 national elections
and came up with a success factor of 91.5
per cent (173 of" 189 'N-CAP~endorsed
candidates were elected).

Nursing's relationship with medicine
has also taken on new dimensions. The
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It is more than coincidence that the
American Nurses' Association's (ANA)
"1977 RN-Year of th~ Nurse" public re-
lations program occurs during the year of
the National Women's Conference. The
publicity campaign aims to replace the
public's "handmaiden" image of nursing
with a recognition of nurses as independent
professional health care providers.

Ninety-eight per cent of all registered
nurses in the United States are women.
Nurses make up the second largest profes-
sioaal group of women and represent the
largest occupation among health care
practitioners.

Because of their large population
base, hurses have been vulnerable to the
same discriminatory practices accorded to
all women in society, Six years ago the
ANA voted to support the Equal Rights
Amendment and since then the group has
become an. effective advocate for its rati-
fication.

The nearly universal oppression of
women in general has deeply affected the
character as well as the advancement of____ ._ .• "'h=== +

the
•
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DAYBREAK haircut parlor,

24371/2 universltu boulevard 52202350

ARTtours Inc.
CONDUCTED BUS TOURS OF HOUSTON GALLERIES

AND MUSEUMS

10 a.m. - 1 p.m $15.00 per person
2 p.m. - 5 p.m $15.00 per person
2 p.m. - 5 p.m $)5.00 per person

10 a.m. - 1 p.m. . . . . . $20.00 per person
(includes luncheon)

SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS BY WOMEN ARTISTS
Convention Services for International Women's Year 1977

Saturday,
Saturday,
Sunday,

Monday,

November 19,
November 19,
November 19,

November 20,

For Reservations & Information PleaseCall 529-7130
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asecond glance.
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largest occupation among health care 0 w at ea t e very should be. ~
;~tr~~ , practitioners. . !he formati~n in.1974?~ the Nurses'

Because of their large population Coalition for ActIOn. in Politics (N-CAP)
base hurses have been vulnerable to the demonstrated a growing awareness among
sam~ discriminatory practices accorded to nur~es to organize ~~r political ~ction. Es-
all women in society. Six years ago the tablished as the political education arm of
ANA voted to support the Equal Rights ~NA, N-C~P endorsed congressional can-
Amendment and. since then the group has didates dunng ~he'1976 national elections
become' an, effective advocate for its rati- and came up with a. succe~s factor of 91.5
fication. per cent (173 of 189, N-CAP~endorsed

The nearly universal oppression of candidates were elected).
women in general has deeply affected the Nursing's relationship with medicine
character as well as the advancement of has also taken on new dimensions. The
professional nursing. Unquestionably. the National Joint Practice Commission, whose
domination of nurses in the nation's hos- 16 members consist equally of nurses and
pitals, created by social misconceptions physicians, was established in 1972 by the
and fostered by medical paternalism has ANA and the American Medical Associa-
greatly deterred nursing's potential co'ntn- tion to explore relationships between the
bution to the field of health care. Through two professions.
the years, opportunities for nurses to initi- The mandate of Inter-national Worn-
ate reform have been impeded by the en's Year includes men as well as women;
authoritarian nature of the, institution nurses need to realize that equality of
with hospital administrators and physicians rights and opportunities works both ways.
in control of nursing education (the hospi- They must give recognition to the small
tal school), hospital profits and maie (in number) but nonetheless, important
privileges. \ group of men in nursing who are contri-

Traditionally, most nurses have ac- buting to the profession. And in a larger
cepted their unequal status without chal- context, the same concept. can be applied
lenging the inequities or instituting correc- to the women's movement in general, for
tive action. Spurred on by the women's it will take the support of understanding
movement, however, nurses/are emerging men to help make ratification of the
from the dependent mold that held them Equal Rights Amendment a reality.
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Mary Louise Smith, former chair of
the Republican National Committee and a
delegate at the women's conference, said
that she "deplores the terms" Harris
County Republican Chair Jerry Smith
used when he described conferees as "a
gaggle of outcasts, misfits and rejects.'''
Smith pointed out that Republican wom-
en attending the conference include Betty
Ford, the Michigan governor's wife and the
president of the National Federation of
Republican Women.

"Their contribution to the quality
of our way of life cannot be damaged by
name-calling," said Smith, and asked the
county chair to come meet some of the
delegates and see-for himself. Mary Louise Smith
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For Reservations & Information Please Call 529-7130

ASU'fiS)hUSIs" The car ithat deserves t'ESSlSSugs "lb,.

a.,second glance.
At first glance, you might think an Avis Yearling is a new
car. But it's a young-used car, a year old or so. Maintained.
under Avis' Car Care Program .and Quality Assurance In-
spection as a Rent A Car. And we've even added a limited
powertrain warranty. So remember: a Yearling is a used
car-kept young by Avis,Car Care Maintenance.

~ bing used cars
Intercontinental Airport Houston, Texas

Phone: 713/ ••••3-2135 mm13smibsnmSl~

,ADVENTURES
IN BODY AWARENESS
You are invited to take a safari in self discovery,
personal growth, body awareness and pleasure.

• Body Massagers and Sexual Enhancers
• Books on Sexual Enrichment and Personal

Growth.
• Body Loving Lotions
• Massage Books for Getting In Touch
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n is a 52-year-old widow from
Milwaul&e. This afternoon she .'returned
home from the Social Security office try-
ing to grasp the facts she had been given, to
digest the information in the pamphlets in
her hand. During her husband's long illness
their savings had dwindled; she had known
that "someday" she would need financial
help and she believed she had it. Hadn't
he told her she would be provided for?
And yet only today she found out that she
would not be eligible for Social Security
benefits for 10 years. His company had no
retirement plan. She had not worked out-
side the home for 23 years. There would
be no money coming in.

She added and re-added the columns
of figures; carefully averaging car care,
gasoline, medication, the house note, her
$1,000 life insurance premium -even the
$60 she budgeted yearly for Christmas and
birthday gifts and the $10 a month for
clothes and cleaning. It came to $490 a
month with no "emergencies." Her income
was-$O. She had a four-month reserve in
the bank. And after that, Ann would be
destitute."

She fingered the slim wedding band
.she had worn since February 1945 and>
recalled their youth and their sureness.,
She was a college junior; he a Marine lieu-
tenant facing the invasion of Japan. They
had six weeks together before he shipped
out from San Diego.

She had returned to the university,
only somewhat disturbed because her
period was late. By April she knew she was
pregnant, and accepted the Dean's decision
that, in an all-woman college in 1945, no
one who was pregnant could remain as a
student. It set a bad example. Shortly after
D-Day, June 6, 1945, she prematurely de-
livered a one and a half pound baby girl
who lived three-days. When he came home
late that summer,' he consoled her. "We'll,
have more," he said. Neither was aware,
the birth had left her sterile.

She had worked to support them
through his graduate degree. There were,
of course, no more children.

His career with an engineering firm
kept them on the move from one construc-
tion site to another for the next 20 years.
Her life was indexed by dams and bridges,
by states and sometimes by continents.
They had paid the heavy medical expenses

'I ?:.. ~?th _then:_ parents, telling each other,

Cinderella without the Prince
By Chase Hardy and Charlotte Stewart

night nurses, the trips to Mayo, the special-
ists and their equipment had eaten up their
savings. Ann knew she must work; she had
never been afraid of it. Hadn't she help set
up clinics and schools wherever they had
gone, from Africa to Arizona? "It's know-
how," he had always said. "Well," she
thought, "I know how."

Her visit to the employment office
the next day left her apprehensive. She had
looked well-groomed and had spoken artic-
ulately of her volunteer work and her suc-
cessful career as a wife and homemaker.
The counselor had listened patiently, and
asked her about her work experience.

CHARLOTTE TAFT...
•

..- .....- .. ........., '.:.:.;.: •.•...

.;::,..
"'.' ..

"Well, I was working," she said. "For
30 years. That's what I've been saying."

"I mean paid work," explained the
counselor.

"My husband and I agreed that 1 was
to keep the home,"Ann said. "That is a
full time job if you do it right. And we
moved constantly with the company. But
wherever we were I was always active in
the community. I've done a little bit of
everything. "

The counselor toyed with his pencil.
"Ann," he said, "do you have a friend or
relative who will hire you? Give you some
on-the-job training?"

"Y ou mean you have nothing at all
I can do?"

"Not now," he said. "But keep on
checking with us. Something may turn up.
The job market is really tight now. I would
make a suggestion, however. I'm sure you
would qualify for food stamps and you
really should apply for them."

She left the office, ret~rned to her
car anti sat quietly for a few minutes. She
began to assimilate the impact of what he
had said. Her only alternative was welfare.

Ann is learning to be a displaced
homemaker.
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rarol, 46, had spent her birthday en-
route'ro Dallas from Baltimore and was
relieved at finally being settled in a new
home. This had been their 18th move with
Tom's company.

She was excited about a forthcoming
trip that she and Tom were taking to the
Caribbean. True, it would be a business
trip, but the company was paying for it
and for their babysitter as well.

They had been married just under 20
years and Tom had worked long and hard
in the scramble to get the coveted vice-
president of sales job that he'd recently
accepted. Five months before, he had come
to Dallas to start the new job and had left
Carol and their five children in Baltimore
to "tie up the loose ends." The "loose
ends" included selling the house, packing
their belongings, rounding up school and
medical records, arranging for the movers,
and the thousands of other chores involved
in a long distance' transfer. Carol had
accomplished it all, she told herself with
pride, and their family had, once again,
established "instant roots" in their new
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livered a one and a half pouncr!5'al5y grr
who lived three days. When he came home
late that summer, he consoled her. "We'll,
have more," he said. Neither was aware
the birth had left her sterile.

She had worked to support them
through his graduate degree. There were,
of course, no more children.

His career with an engineering firm
kept them on the move from one construc-
tion site to another for the next 20 years.
Her life was indexed by dams and bridges,
by states and sometimes by continents.
They had paid the heavy medical expenses
of both their parents, telling each other,
"Well, after all, we don't have children and
the other kids do." They had invested in a
profit sharing plan which was valued at less
than half of what they had put into it.
"It'll go back up," he said. "Just you
watch." So far it had not.

They had been saving people. They
had made a good salary. They were the
aunt and uncle always available for a, se-
mester loan, a family emergency, an urgent
church need. At 50 he had accepted an of-
fice job at the company headquarters and,
at last, they had bought a home. At 54,
after two years of- a prolonged and agoniz-
ing fight with cancer, he was dead. The

\
I

(713) 980 .4667
1 \ :.. ~ •
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years an-d-Tom had worked long and hard
in the scramble to get the coveted vice-
president of sales job that he'd recently
accepted. Five months before, he had come
to Dallas to start the new job and had left
Carol and their five children in Baltimore
to "tie up the loose ends." The "loose
ends" included selling the house, packing
their belongings, rounding up school and
medical records, arranging for the movers,
and the thousands of other chores involved
in a long distance' transfer. Carol had
accomplished it all, she told herself with
pride, and their family had, once again,
established "instant roots" in their new
home in Texas. It had been a lonely, ex-
hausting and tiring five months but, thank
God, thought Carol, it was all over now.

Tom had traveled often in the last
IS years. And al ways when he had moved
up to a new job he had left the details of
hearth and home. and kids to Carol so
that he could concentrate on his new
responsibilities.

Really, Carol didn't mind -. . . too
much. She felt that her job was to make
Tom's easier. After all, Tom's success was
her success too, wasn't it?
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IN APPRECIATION OF JUST A FEW OF THE WOMEN
WHO HA VE HAD A DEEP PERSONAL IMPACT ON OUR DEVELOPMENT.

IF YOU COULD KNOW THEM AS WE HA VE ,
YOUR LIVES WOUW BE GREATLY ENRICHED.

Gertrude Bomstone Dorothy Day Dorothy Hood

Anne Lauer Ann tVharton B. J. Walker II I rj

Billie Carr Toni Scala Dr. Carol Weiner
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RONWATERS JUDYELDERS DEBRADANBURG
State Representative Admin.Aide Admin.Aide
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John S. Dunn Helistop and Hermann Emergency Center

Hermann Hospital isproud to serve you as the designated Emergency
Center for the International Women's Year National Conference.

Hermann Hospital, the primary teaching hospital for The University
of Texas Medical School at Houston, is the home of the Life Flight
air ambulance-the only helicopter transport system in Texas.

Hermann Hospital
The University Hospital
1203 Ross Sterling Ave.
Houston, Texas 77030

(713) 797-4011

How to COnqUer
women's worstlearl'.' .....• ~__ilill~I~'

n•• It's the most
important women's

meeting of the century. "

KHOU~TV,your CBS station in
Houston, is proud that the 1st National

Women's Conference is being held in our city.
Extensive live TV coverage of special events is

scheduled throughout the convention. This is in addition
to our normal coverage of activities on News 11 at

Noon, 5:00, 6:00, and 10:00 P.M.
Please join us for a live look at the convention and

those who will make it a historial milestone.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17th
4:15 P.M.: News 11's Alma

Newsom will bring you
live coverage of the
pre-convention rally.

5:00 P.M.: Alma Newsom will
again be on the scene
with a live report.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18th
12 Noon: News 11's Bebe Burns

brings you live cover-
age of convention
registration.

5:00P.M.: News 11'sAlma
Newsom continues
with a live report
direct from the con-
vention site.

6:00 P.M.: Alma Newsom will
again be on the scene
with a live report.

7:57 P.M.: Bebe Burns brings you
a live update.

spokeswomen for
IWY.

6:00P.M.: News 'l T's-Fred,
Rhodes brings you
a live up-date.

7:57 P.M.: News 11's Bebe Burns
with live coverage as
convention reconvenes.

10:00 P.M.: Live up-date.
SUNDAY,NOVEMBER2~h

10:25 A.M.: News 11's Steve
Smith brings you live
coverage of the Peace

, Disarmament Hearings.
11 :25 A.M.: Additional live cover-

age on the hearings.
11:55 A.M.: Live up-date.
7:58 P.M.: News 11's Bebe Burns

brings you live cover-
age on caucus activities.

ro.oo P.M.: Live coverage of con-
vention entertainment.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21st
12 Noon: Live coverage of conven-

tion's end.
5:00 P.M.: Live wrap-up with'"

highlights of conven-
tion accomplishments.

This schedule is flexible end may change
without noticeui :

KHOU-1V TheOnes
NEWS. To Watch.

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 19th

1:25 P.M.: News 11's Bill
Balleza will bring you
highlights of the key-
note address.

3:25 P.M.: Live cut-in covering
the National Plan
of Action.

4:55 P.M.: Live up-date on the
convention.

5:25 P.M.: Live interview with
one of the leading

II ',,'" II
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ermann HOSPItal
The University Hospital
1203 Ross Sterling Ave.
Houston, Texas 77030

(713) 797-4011
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Drawings. $8.95

BEHOLD'THE MAN I
In 100 unique

photos, more than 80 gifted women
photographers offer a spellbinding and
revealing women's-eye view of men-
young and old, famous and unknown,

posed and off-guard. A superb gift for
any women-or unself-conscious man!

8 x 10.
Editedby YvonneKalmus,

RikkiRipp& CherylWiesenfeld.
Introduction& text by IngridSengis.

$12.95 cloth, $7.95 paper.

How·to COnqUer
women's worst lear!
"Interesting ••. insightful •••
Should have a wide and grateful
audience." -Prof. Robin Lakoff

Dept. of Linguistics
U. of Calif., Berkeley

"Definitely a welcome and neces-
sary book for women ... To the
standard principles of good
public speaking the authors add
feminist concepts aimed at un-
locking stereotypic roles."

"" . -Library Journal
A Book for Every Woman Who
Wants to Speak Effectively

by Janet Stone & Jane Bachner
A Literary Guild Alternate Selection

McGRAW HILL BOOK COMPANY IIrj'~~
1221 Avenue of the Americas C':""le J.;j

New York, N.Y. 10020 I!n •

~~Fs-'l:Ynl oorr-accorrmrrsnmerrrs; , '--1
Balleza will bring you
highlights of the key-
note address.

3:25 P.M.: Live cut-in covering
the National Plan
of Action.

4:55 P.M.: Live up-date on the
convention.

5:25 P.M.: Live interview with
one of the leading

This schedule is flexible and may change

m%ill~

To All Attending
The National
Women's Conference

On behalf of the people of Texas,
welcome to Houston for what has been
called "the most important women's
meeting of the century."

Best wishes for a highly successful
con ference.

DOLPH BRISCOE
Governor of Texas

Political Advertising, paid for by The Briscoe Committee,
David A. Dean, Treasurer, P,O. Box 2174, Austin, Texas 78768
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Continued from page 24
At times in the past few years Carol

had thought it would be nice to do some-
thing for herself. Go back toschool, take a
job, anything to feel a little stimulated
mentally. The yearly moves and the chil-
dren's need for stability had precluded
this in the past. "But now," she thought,
"Now, if this is truly that last move, I'll
be able to do some of the things I've
always wanted to do."

Two nights before Tom and Carol
were to leave on th-eir trip, the door bell
rang at suppertime. The postman had a
special delivery letter in his hand". Carol
took the letter, noticed that the-postmark
said "Dallas" and absently wondered who,
locally, could be writing her. She knew no
one in Dallas yet. They'd only beenthere
three weeks.

The neatly typed message was short.
It simply said, "Carol, I'm sorry but I've
got to get away for awhiie. Please under-
stand how confused I am. Tom." The
initials THjjs were under the signature.
Her cheeks flamed with humiliation when
she realized that someone besides Tom had
seen and typed this message.

Less than a month later, a stricken
and dazed Carol stood before the bench
in a crowded courtroom. Without money
she had to knock on many doors to-retain
an attorney to represent and defend her in
a divorce action.

, This was the preliminary hearing. She
could not understand what was' happening
to her. She felt as though she were standing
apart watching a play. Tom's attorney was
telling the judge that his client was peti-
tioning for divorce because the marriage
.had become "insupportable," and that his
client wanted custody of his children.
Carol kept shaking her head, trying to clear
her mind. The legalese everyone spoke was
foreign to her, and these men-her attor-
ney, Tom, his attorney and the judge-were
all foreigners, all strangers to her, too.

Several months later, Carol was
divorced. She was still in a state of shock.
She couldn't eat. she couldn't sleep, she
couldn't think, and shlO'',lft'nt through her
days in a trance-like silence. Her attorney
advised her to adjust to the idea of being
divorced and told her repeatedly, "There
is no alimony available to women in Texas.
It's prohibited by. our state constitution."
Carol iearned that child support awards are
minimal and, if unpaid, are not enforce-
able-at least without money.

Tom had taken his earning capacity
and his career potential with him when lie
left. She learned that she had no credit
worthiness, that she had no marketable job
skills, and that she was considered unem-
ployable because she had had no recent
paid work experience. She was considered
unstable because she was in the throes of a
divorce ~d was discriminated against be-
cause of age and sex.

Carol \ has no unemployment insur-
ance, nor hospitalization, nor pension
benefits available to her. Because she' and
Tom were married just under 20 years she
is not entitled to his Social Security
pension (at 62 or 65) upon his death or
retirement.

The three children over 14 in her
family have opted to live with their father;
The two younger children are hurt, grief-
stricken, angry and confused, and they are
taking out their frustration on Carol.
Whenever she tries to discipline them they
threaten to go live with their father, too.
Often Carol secretly feels that the only
thing she can do is to, let them live with
Tom and his new wife. Yet without the
two younger children, she feels she would
have nothing left.

Carol is alone and terribly frightened.
She has no one to turn to and nowhere to
go. After 18 moves in 19 years, where,
after all, is home? '

Carol is a displaced homemaker.

Betty is 38 years old, lives in Denver,
has a son in his first year of medical school
and a .husband bedridden with arnyotro-
phic lateral sclerosis. He had been a husky
m~m, a machinist and an outdoorsman. As
she shifts his wasting body in the hospital
bed she has installed in the guest bedroom,
she carries on a cheerful chatter with .him,
Underneath, however, she is trying to force
back her mounting fear. The pile of bills

. on the kitchen"table grows.larger 'daily, the
demands for payment increasingly urgent.

Her monthly income of slightly more
than $60D in disability benefits is less than
half of what she must have to keep him
alive, their son in college, and the house
note current. She must earn a supplemental
income, but how can she leave him alone
all day? Even an LVN would cost nearly
$40 a day, far more than she could earn.

Their son had been home this week-
end and she had taken him into the living
room where his father could not hear
them and explained their situation to
David.

"Do you want me to quit school and
come home, Mom?"

"You may have to next semester,"
she said. "I think we can hold out for right
now. If your father knew you had to come
home and go to work because of his illness,

'it would break his heart. I think that in
time you may have to, but I'm going to
see what I can work out, at least for one
more semester."

She had gone over the figures with
him, hating to burden him with her fear,
yet knowing that it would be something
they would both have to face sooner or
later.

Finally David said, "Do you think
you can sell the camper?"

When Betty and David had asked Hal
what he wanted for his 40th birthday, he
had admitted to really wanting only one
thing. From a back corner of his wallet
he had taken the folded and refolded
photo of a camping trailer.

Two years ago the, three ot them
had spent several weekends looking for just
the right one. ,

After talking to David, she contacted
an old friend in the used car business.
"Don't come and get it until Hal's asleep,"
she told their friend. "I don't want him to
hear it go." And he had waited andl taken
it away quietly. Betty banked the $2,000
left after his commission. She borrowed
on her life insurance policy.

She went to Denver University and
asked for a career evaluation. She was very
honest with them. 'U have no skills beyond
being a good housekeeper; I can't even
.type." .

Her evaluation showed that she
would make a good- nurse, but both she
and the counselor knew that it was too late
for her to start; she was too old. She could,
however, become an LVN in two years.

The bank agreed that Betty could
arrange a second mortgage, and David re-
ceived a limited scholarship. It will take
him another year to complete his degree
because he must work at the clinic part-
time. Betty pays a woman to come in and
take care of Hal. He no longer questions
her as he once did. He is ashamed that she
has to go to work. When Betty completes
her training she will come home and take
over Hal's nursing needs. With the money
from the second mortgage she will be able
to meet the minimal needs and give him a
modest funeral-if, indeed, he lives that
long. And after that, she will work the rest
of her life.

Betty is a displaced homemaker.
Conclusion of story on following page
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used by the Di\ily Breakthrough · . n~(£
Conference News Staff , . ,,'~'
has been' provided by

. •. II Be what \.fi'~ I,Welt" AMC. . . -r--l\~?:l~!
OF HOUSTON~.· .. .J!..OU .,I j.

a m, WtUln owntd Imstntss '.{ . t ,~,,'(f,f~. -, , wan .~~~,
.'CALL FORWARDING. .: , _,,4:rl~I~:~;;~~N~SERVICE to be. t..-••....__•• _

central office'
4215 Graustark

I

northeast office
4215 Graustark
southwest office

3221~FQndren
northwest office

'12345 Kingsride

524-3985
691-2088
781-3413
467-2111

J,

ROBERTA K. TILLINGHAST, PRESIDENT ' ,
, Uouston. Galveston • San Antonio. Corpus Christi @~m~
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cisco's Museum of Modern Art in late
and then circulate around the' country.
Called "a reinterpretation of the Last
Supper," it will be permanently housed in
either Washington, D.C. or California.

The subject matter of The Dinner
Party is women's culture and history. Be-
neaththe table, a floor of hand-made tiles
will be inscribedwith names of 999 women
who have made an impact on history. Each
place setting will include al4-inch porce- '
lain' plate, porcelain chalice and flatware.
A 'cloth runner and napkins embroidered
in keeping with the era of 'each guest will'
complete the table. ' , ,

Allfhe designs have 'been made by
Chicago but the craftwork"':traditionally
seen as women's work-is being done by
her associates: It's an effort to incorporate
the idea of women as artists through his-
tory-through the, power of their personal-
ities,their social awareness as hostesses
and nurturers, and as craftspeople.

-' ----' Ann, Carol and Betty are real wom- coordinator-NOW Task Force On Older
en. Only their names have been changed. Women, have shown that displaced home-

These women, and thousands like makers exist in every state of the union
them, found that although society (and and are of every race, creed and color.
their husbands) encouraged them to stay at Forty-seven states have rushed pell-
home and care for their families, they are mell into enacting no-fault divorce iaws.
now being penalized for not having Only nine of those recognize the contribu-
"worked." They are learning, too, that tion of the homemaker 'as a factor to con-
their volunteer efforts, once extolled as Sider in economic arrangements at divorce.
essential to maintaining the community, The growth of no-fault divorce, without
provide no Social Security or pension concurrent changes in provisions for divi-
benefits. ' .sion of property, alimony and child sup-

These women never worried about port, has eroded the economic protection
such things." They' expected to reap the ,of dependent spouses and children, which
benefits, of years of hard work in the . has always been minimaL
future. ,', The changing status of the' family, '

Typically, they are in, their middle "the national tendency towards mobility
year " full-time, homemakers dependent and rootlessness,' the' physical separation, " ' '

on another family member's paycheck. of nuclear families from the traditional
Unlike other-workersvthey have no built-, extended families, the 'poor employment
in protection against total financiaLd~as- ,opportunities for women' of' all, ages,'
ter. They are ineligible for unemployment ageism, sexism and a depressed Job market,
benefits or other pensions because their have all combined to leave' older women
work was in the home and unpaid; they do unprotected and ill-prepared to deal with
not receive Social Security benefits/because their middle years alone.
they are too young. They are ineligible Passage of' state and federal dis-
for welfare programs if they are able-, placed homemakers legislation is also
bodied and their youngest child is over important. ADH points out that such
18. Because they lack saleable skills and legislation should -call for the creation of
have no "recent, paid work experience" multipurpose service centers offering peer
they have great difficulty _re-entering the counseling, evaluation of native or acquired
job market. They may find themselves skills, job training and job placement,
discriminated against because of sex, age health education, legal counseling services,
and even appearance. financial management services and out-

Their homemakers' roles have led reach and information services relating to
them to identify career goals in relation existing local and federal programs.
to their husbands and their experiences In addition, displaced homemakers
and educations seldom have related to their legislation should mandate the creation of
own talents and skills. They are members new jobs-innovative avenues to decent
of America's "new poor." salaried employment coupling the special

An important first step in helping skills of the former homemaker with un-
displaced homemakers is to recognize met social needs of the community.
hilt their problems have national impli- The widow of today faces the same
cations. Through the efforts of the Alliance individual problems of yesterday's widow.
for Displaced Homemakers (ADH), of But because women tend to outlive men,
Oakland, Calif., a national network of there are' far more widows than ever be-
centers for displaced homemakers are being fore. Department of Labor statistics indi-
developed. Laurie Shields, ADH National cate that there are over 12 million widows
Coordinator and Tish Sommers, National in-this country. Their median age is 56.
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THE DINNER PARTY

By Charlotte Moser

Queen Elizabeth I, Emily Dickinson
and an Egyptian pharaoh are coming to

,dinner and California artist Judy Chicago
is throwing a $35,000 partyfor them.

A leading figure in-the women's art
movement and author of Through the
Flower, .Chicago has designed a room-size
equilateral triangular table, 140 feet on a
side;withpla'jes seHor.39,}wDored women
guests from history. ' " '

" Some 50 Women 'are' working .in
'Chicago's Santa Monica studio firing por-
celain "dinnerware, embroidering napkins
and painting plates for the three-year proj-
ect, the Dinner Party,' which received a
matching $17 ,500 grant from National
Endowment for the Arts last summer.

. It is .scheduled to open at San Fran-
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that their problems have national impli-
cations. Through the efforts of the Alliance
for Displaced Homemakers (ADH), of
Oakland, Calif., a national network of
centers for displaced homemakers are being
developed. Laurie Shields, ADH National
Coordinator and Tish Sommers, National

The widow of today faces the same
individual problems of yesterday's widow.
But because women tend to outlive men,
there are-far more widows than ever be-
fore. Department of Labor statistics indi-
cate that there are over 12 million widows
in-this country. Their median age is 56.

Jan'Carson
Diana Fallis "" Elma Barrera

"

KTRK-TV
:/ "

SALUTESTHE!.
WOMEN

OF
.@'EYEWITNESS NEWS

Phyllis Deter' MaryEii;~'c~~;:y

.The Susan B. Anthony Gavel. Given to
the driving force who helped create the first
International Council of Women 'in 1888, it

early advocates of women's
who took the movement out

the kitchen and onto the streets.
Now you can honor that

!irit with this handsome reproduc-
jfon of Ms. Anthony's original,
Ow in the Smithsonian Institution .

Carefully crafted by Stieff in
sterling and an ecologically accept'

able substitute for the original ivory, the
insc~ibed faces mark the occasion and .
admonish the user to note that !tOrder is
Heaven's first Law." And the
wide sterling band, marked
with both the Smithsonian
and Stieff hallmarks, is per'::;:::~~~~~~/

The Susan B.Anthony Gavel
Part of the SmithsonianSeriesby Stieff.

Available at
Foley's Department Store Regal Touch

All Stores 458 GreenspointsMall
Corrigan Jewelers

All Stores
The Stieff Company, 800 Wyman Park Drive, Baltimore; Maryland 21211
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By Michael Ventura

Louis had interviewed me just be-
cause he was intrigued with a man applying
for the job of his secretary. The woman at
the State Employment Office who had sent
me to Louis's asked me several times if I
could really type, though it said on her
form that I'd tested at 80 wpm. "Why do
you want this kind of job?" The thought
that I might simply need money seemed
never to occur to her. "Because it's too
cold to dig ditches."

Now it was Louis's 'turn: "You
wanna work out there with the broads?"
Irony and equivocation, Durrell says, are
the only defense for the thinking person
when dealing with the so-called real world.
A little New York sarcasm doesn't hurt
either, nor the tactic of answering a ques-
tion with "a question. Why did I wanna
work Out There With The Broads? "Louis,
willy a give me one day off a month for my
period?".

, "You're a good' kid,'; says Louis. I
Was 25. He said kid with the same smile'
and tone that ,he said broad.

TheWork
There are \two kinds of secretarial

work: the work that must be done, and the
work your boss wants you to do. The first
is work necessary for the company's busi-
ness transactions and the keeping of accur-

confessionsofa
ate records, The second is whatever wild
administrative project your" boss has de-
cided is absolutely essential and can't
wait, like changing all the forms so they'll
read administrative assistant. '

Which would be easy if it meant
whiting out one word and retyping
another, but the spacing is so different it
means doing the whole thing over. Since
you have to do the whole form over any-:
way, the enterprising boss will decide
there's a better way to do this form, and
it is possible you will do one, two, maybe
three versions. And it's not as if there is
one form-with the word secretary; nearly
all the forms, contain the word secretary,

Which would all be fine (you're
getting paid no matter what you do) but
for the intrusion of work that must be
done to transact business. So you're typing
a' conference report, then back to the
forms. You're typing a sales chart, then
back to the forms. Three business letters
then back to the forms. You also screen
phone calls,' dial the wife, 'get several cups
of' coffee, and go out for the Account
Executives' lunch .Ibecause it's raining and
if they go out they get wet). Then back to
the forms.

The forms consumed the energy of
three clerical people and Louis for almost 0::
three full workdays plus overtime. Louis w
left at five, but the essential work had to ~
be done, and we were staying till seven. ~
We weren't paid extra. 5

It soon became apparent that on the 0
average day, essential work could be done ~
in three to five hours, with plenty. of time :;
left over to write letters, read The times
and swap life stories, But it was a rare day

that wasn't cluttered with, "projects," as
they were called, like the forms; and the
projects com bined with the necessarily
uneven work flow meant nothing but frus-
tration and overtime.

The solution was simple, and I
, figured it out and got away with it but I
only got away with it because .no one

looked over my shoulder because I was
male, Louis and the other execs assumed I
could do secretarial work standing on my
head because I was a man. So they almost
never double-checked me. But they double-
and triple-checked Anne and Lynn, who
hence had almost nowhere to hide,



There are two kinds of secretarial
work: the work that must be done, and the
work your boss wants you to do. The first
is work necessary for the company's busi-
ness transactions and the keeping of accur-

It soon became apparenCthaConthe 0
average day, essential work could be done >-
in three to five hours, with plenty of time ~
left over to write letters, read The Times
and swap life stories. But it was a rare day
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Wrap· sweaters
make great

gifts for
under $10

Sale 999

Wrap up one or more! All
three styles are soft acrylic
knit. The jacquard pattern
in combinations of navy and
brown or brown and coral.
Tweedy pattern in blue,
coral or beige. Stripe style
in predominantly black or
white. S, M, L sizes. In our
Sportswear Department

,',0

Regular $14

P1
A8k about ·Sear8 Credit Plan8

ISears I
SEARS,ROEBUCK AND CO.

Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale a& advertised

Sale price in effect until Nov. 21
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bed at 12. Do I work to live or do I live to
work?"

"Or think of it this way" I chimed
~. "We get two weeks vacatio~ a year. So,
If I take a year off, I get as much time to
myself as Louis'd give me in twenty-six
years!"

"Will you two shut up?" Anne had
tears in her eyes. "I have five children and
I'll probably work like this for the rest of
my life."

And I watched time and time again,
hour after hour, while the intelligent and
valued and all-too-human people at the
next desks put aside their natural de-
meanors and became nervous, quipping,
smiling automatons when speaking to a
boss. As the bosses turned from being re-
sponsible, energetic businessmen when
speaking to each other to the condescend-
ing, bullying; hypocritical ignoramuses.
they became when they talked to us.

We smile when we talk among our-
selves, but our faces are set to a grim mask
when we work. Grim, blank, expecting
nothing. That is the face you wear on the
street and in the traffic home. When you
go through your own door, you take some
of that look in with you, you watch tele-
vision with that look and often you have
that look when you're listening to someone
you love but you don't want to be listen-
ing to because of the day you had. Whel).
the look never wholly leaves you, even in
your sleep, your life has stopped being
your life.

there, when I had a special drawer cleaned
out in my desk. When I got a piece of junk-
work, I dated it, put it in the drawer. If it
were mentioned three times in the next
three weeks, I'd do it. But often it wasn't
mentioned. .Often it was forgotten. And at
the end of three weeks, I'd simply throw
the assignment out.

Anne and Lynn knew what 1 was
doing and saw it work. But they couldn't
get away with it, simply because they were
women. It was assumed that they needed
instruction, so they got much more of it
than I did, and it was harder to ignore.
So they were hounded and badgered for
not being efficient, and they were not
efficient because they had no choice but
to do what they were told.

LickingTheir Stamps
After a month at the office, you

knew how everyone would greet you every
morning. You felt the same greetings form
in your own mouth so automatically that
you felt it wasn't you who spoke them.
Every Friday you got tense or silly and said
the same words about Friday. But you
measured the pain of every day by all the
words you said to yourself and never came
right out with. Until the lives of all of us
seemed made of what we couldn't bring
ourselves to say.

Me at my desk, Anne and Lynn at
theirs, our fingers busy all day filing,
typing, handling memos and cigarettes,

The Day of the Forms taught me
that I already knew my job better than
Louis. It is the rare secretary who doesn't
know the job much more thoroughly than
the boss, but the boss will never accept
that, and the boss assigns the work. Not
only assigns the work, but most often gives
detailed instructions on how to do it. But
the boss doesn't know your job, and the
boss's instructions nearly always get in the
way. Well, the answer is simple: ignore the
instructions.

Louis was busy, far too busy to
remember all the details of his previous
instructions for, say, three days. I would
plead being loaded down with work~ knew
was essential (I would let essential \ work
back up if I had to, to make my case) and
would put off the project as long as I
could. Three days, say, or five. Then I
would figure a less complicated way to do
the project, -do it, and present it to him. If
he'd remember and sa1, "But didn't I say
such-and-such," I'd outright lie: "Uh-uh,
Louis, you said ... " or squirm out of it in
some less brazen way. It didn't always
work, and you had to stay quick on your
feet, but it worked enough to cut my junk-
work in half, and so gave me more time to
do essential work more thoroughly. Which
made everyone much more lenient when I
got caught cutting my junk-work; which let
me get away with cutting more junk-work,
which gave me more time . . . I almost
never worked overtime.

Until the last six months I was

coffee-cups and paper-clips and dialing
phones. "Mike, willy a dial so-and-so and
ring me when you get him'." Bosses would
never know the disdain we felt for men
who wouldn't dial a call to their own
wives.

Or Anne passing my desk every
morning with a handful of Mr. John's
private correspondence, the envelopes not
yet sealed, the stamps not yet affixed.
American business is run by men who
would rather other people lick their
stamps.

And who would especially rather:
that women lick those stamps.

Anne was nearly 40 and the mother
of five children. Lynn was working her hus-
band's way through college. Anne was
bright-eyed, good-humored and good look-
ing and tried not to talk too badly about
her boss, who, not-very-far-underneath-it-
all, she hated. "I've got to keep a positive
attitude or I'll go crazy."

"If you can keep a positive attitude,
you are crazy!" Lynn would say, nearly
half Anne's age, conscious of her over-
weight, sarcastic always, morose usually.
"I'm an intelligent woman and I can prove
it! I need a psychiatrist' to keep me sane
enough to go on working as though I were
stupid."

For months we spent more time with
each other than with the people we sup-
posedly lived with. "I get up at seven and
go to work, and a lotta times I don't get
home till eight," Lynn said once. "I go to
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fi1 MIDLIFE ... the newsletter for young women over 35
In a complex world, MIDLIFE searches out the influences and events
that affect the lives of its readers, recounts the information in simple,
everyday language, and suggests appropriate action to effect change.
MIDLIFE is easy to read/ objective, practical, and strives, to expand,
enrich, and improve the direction and scope of your life.

To subscribe, or to request a sample copy of MIDLIFE, clip on
the dotted line below, fill out form, and send to:----------------~-------------------MIDLIFE
Box 1347S-B\ " .
St. Petersburg, FL 33733
My check or cash enclosed for:

One year subscription, 10 issues, $10.00 0
Sample copy .__.... ,________________$ 1.00 0

Address., ._.._. .__.__. : . .__. .
City __ _._ ._ _ State _ Zip _.._..
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Meet

Vikki Lightman recently moved here from New York City
and came in one day to work on production. Her husband,
Marshal, cooked a gourmet dinner for 20 of our volunteers

. . every night this past week. .Graphic designer Constance Robertson-Cota called up two Cheryl Knott works full-time on another newspaper but
weeks ago to ask how she could help with the production started her second job with Breakthrough last September.
of the special IWY issues. She was immediately appointed She kept track of all IWY events, became our features edi-
Art Director and is one of the official "all-nighters." Her tor and worked the press room during the conference .
husband, Michael, has come to see her five out of the last
seven mornings at the drafting table.
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of the special lWY-issues. She was lmmedlately appomted ;)lIe'Kepr-ua-cx:--orau-:rw~y--events,oecame our-reatures-eai-
Art Director and is one of the official "all-nighters." Her tor and worked the press room during the conference.
husband, Michael, has come to see her five out of the last
seven mornings at the drafting table.

"

plus
100 others

the
'all-nighters'

"At Breakthrougli 's five year birthday party for Ms. last July, Gloria Steinem encouraged us to take on the
IWY Conference daily-similar to one published at the Mexico City Conference. Full-time editor Janice
Blue has been working on this project ever since-in addition to our regular monthlies. She started Break-
through two years ago with editor Gabrielle Cosgriff, a Houston businesswoman. Gabrielle shares her
"other life" with Breakthrough and her two A-student athletes, Michael, 12, Carolyn, 11, and husband,
John.

.•',,%,

Barbara Lejeune, a Breakthrough editor in our earlier days, moved to
Washington state a few months ago and took to sea-working on a salmon
troller. She bade farewell to the outdoor life and flew down to spend a
month indoors. She typeset every word of every conference issue.

Janet Beals stopped off in Galveston after a vacation in Mexico. She saw
Breakthrough there and the next day arrived on our doorstep ready to
work. Editor of the Harrisburg (Penn.) Women's News, Janet has spent the
last five weeks making herself indispensable to Breakthrough in news, fea-
tures and production.


